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Impossible Made Possible. Blending natural wool with synthetic fibers increases fabric performance, bu
natural-synthetic fabric construction to combine the benefits of two unique fibers in a single fabric. This side-b
to skin, while the strength of advanced synthetics faces out against the elements. This new technique provides o
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ut reduces overall comfort and efficiency. Polartec® Power Wool™ is the first
by-side fusion of two distinct surfaces positions the comfort of merino wool next
optimal wicking, breathability, odor control, and lasting durability.

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Lewis N. Clark / ElectroLight Collection: ElectroLight is a packing solution
designed for everything from camping to overseas trips. Featuring bright bold colors,
and durable and water-resistant silnylon, these items are lightweight and designed
to meet the needs of even the most minimalist travelers and backpackers. Helps to
enable the organization of daily essentials and equipment. MSRP $7.99-$34.99.

Warm it up

Chaheati / Heated Add-On: It’s a cordless,
battery-powered chair slip-on that sports carbon
fiber non-wire heating elements throughout the unit
offering safe low-voltage heating. The Chaheati AddOn is lightweight, portable and can be folded or rolled
up for easy storage and carrying. It attaches to a
favorite chair, transforming it into a comfortably toasty,
temperature controlled seating space. The patent
pending technology offers four temperature settings
ranging from 98° up to 145°F and rapidly heats up in
less than 20 seconds. MSRP $79.99.

Outdoor blanket
Utilitarian ties

Rumpl / High-Performance Blankets:
Rumpl creates high-performance blankets utilizing
materials designed for the outdoor industry. These
technical materials have been tested and proven in
harsh environments, yet specifically selected by
Rumpl for comfort and durability. The result is a
versatile blanket that is available in a variety of
blanket sizes. MSRP $65-$229.
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ROp / Wire Ties: Ideal for camping, backpacking, sports, tools, garage organization, toys
and more. The Wire Ties can manage cords and cables, form a hook, tie bags, bundle
flowers, prop electronics, attach gear and secure sports equipment. Made with siliconeencased stainless steel wire, the ties are reusable and durable. The textured surface
provides non-slip grip and will not scratch or mark surfaces. They are weather-resistant
for indoor or outdoor use. MSRP $3.99-$5.99.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Lightweight cooling

Stainless steel

Electronic solution

For ski touring

STANLEY / Adventure Steel Canteen: The
classic canteen gets an upgrade with stainless steel and a
two-stage, leak-proof lid. Compatible with standard canteen
insulating jackets, the new Stanley Adventure Steel Canteen
has a shoulder strap and is fully packable. The two-stage lid
means it’s easy to fill up, drink from and clean out. MSRP $30.

Ice Mule / Cooler: A modern
alternative to traditional coolers,
this light, waterproof cooler
maintains the ice-keeping
performance of a standard
cooler but has the portability
of a backpack, rolling up easily
for storage. Ice Mule’s high
capacity coolers improve upon
the technology of regular coolers
by keeping ice intact for 24
hours. The coolers are waterproof
with no zippers and they even
float, making them a pretty neat
accessory for a wide variety of
camping expeditions.
MSRP $49.95-$139.95.

DryGuy / GreenHEAT: The GreenHEAT fivehour Hand Warmer/Charger is a two-in-one ecofriendly, rechargeable electronic solution to cold
hands. Complete with two convenient temperature
settings, the high capacity lithium-ion battery
holds a charge for up to five hours of use and
also features the ability to charge a cell phone or
other digital devices, providing approximately two
full charges to most smartphones. GreenHEAT is
rechargeable via USB. MSRP $40.
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The North Face / Snomad
34: Ultimate ski touring pack with
thoughtfully designed features
that accommodate everything for
a huge day in the backcountry.
Details include spring steel frame,
quick-access dedicated avy-tools
pocket, lid pocket with a security
pocket and goggles pocket and
modular ABS routing tunnels,
along with an integrated stash
pocket and helmet holder. The
pack is made with nylon with a
dobby pattern as well as ballistic
nylon on the face. MSRP $159.
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OUTDOOREYE
Sure Foot / Due North Everyday Pro: Designed for
heavy-duty use, the Everyday Pro provides enhanced
traction in snowy and icy conditions. The webbed sole and
360-degree spike pattern offers lateral grip and stability so
you stay on your feet. MSRP $25.99.

NEW PRODUCTS

Enhanced traction

Flexible shoe

High performance

vibram / Furoshiki: The Furoshiki just might be the
brand’s most flexible shoe yet. It mixes a fabric upper with
a flexible footbed that encourages feet to stay connected
to the ground during a workout. Company execs say this
allows the foot to move and flex as if barefoot, giving a
better sense of awareness. MSRP $130-$140.

SCARPA / Freedom RS: Here’s a premium ski
boot. With a stiff polyamide cuff and a 130 flex, the
Scarpa Freedom RS blends top-tier performance for
the most demanding descents in a package that’s
still light and versatile enough to tour. Its 25-degree
range of motion and frictionless uphill walk mode
provide versatility. MSRP $849.
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Ahnu / Yoga Split: The
brand’s YogaSport line is
designed for hybrid workouts
where the wearer needs
stability, flexibility and
lightweight comfort. The
collection includes the Yoga
Split (pictured) designed for
low impact workouts, such as
yoga with weights and straps
and the Yoga Flex designed
for higher impact workouts.
Both offer enhanced underfoot
technology and expanded
forefoot flexibility. MSRP $99.

Hybrid style

Stonewear Designs / Flyaway Half-Zip: Cozy waffle
fleece paired with a ventilated mesh back to regulate body
temperature during high energy, cold weather activities like
running, skate skiing or ice climbing. Moisture wicking, fast
drying fabric with a half-zip for added ventilation. Upper arm
security/mp3 pocket with thumb holes sleeves for warmth
and a snug fit. MSRP $115.

Cocoon / AirCore Down Pillow: The Cocoon AirCore Down Pillow features
a thick layer hydrophobic, water-resistant down that encases an air bladder for
adjustable comfort. Great for camping and travel in wet or damp conditions. Packs
small into included stuff sack. MSRP $49.95.
Packable comfort

Lightweight wool

Cozy waffle fleece

Dale of Norway / Rondane: This new super lightweight sweater is made from
soft, ultra fine Merino. Soft enough to be worn next to skin or as a layering piece, it
has a quarter-zip front, clean lines and a traditional Norwegian pattern. The name
Rondane is a Norwegian national park with steep mountains and deep valleys. The
sweater comes in four specific colors for men and women in hues of grey, black,
raspberry and sky blue. MSRP $249.
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Deodorizer

NEW PRODUCTS

For night running

Tough customer

Nathan / Headlamp: Nathan’s new Halo
Fire and Nebula Fire Runner’s Headlamps are
destined to be two new favorite night-running
companions. With the perfect combination of
distance and proximity beams that are angled
for running, touch-free controls, safety sensors
that communicate your position to oncoming
drivers, and less bulk to avoid bounce, the
new Halo Fire and Nebula Fire Runner’s
Headlamps are destined to be two new
favorite night-running companions. MSRP $75.

Sof SolE / Fresh Fogger:
Keep everything from shoes
to gym bags fresh with the
fast-acting Fresh Fogger. This
three-ounce aerosol deodorizer
features a high concentration of
active ingredients to fight odors
over the long haul. MSRP $5.99.

Reactor / Titan: Designed to meet the needs of
men in the military, law enforcement and the avid
outdoorsmen. The Titan’s 45mm watch case is
constructed with a stainless steel core enveloped
in a Nitromid cover, a glass-reinforced polymer with
a tensile strength higher than steel. MSRP $500.

Redfeather / Trek: The Redfeather Trek is
part of the Fitness Series. A comfortable, secure,
easy on and off binding features a one-pull handle
for quick adjustments. Frames crafted from
aircraft aluminum and powder coated to shed
snow and ice. MSRP $169.

For fitness
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Aetrex Lynco / Memory Foam Series – L2200 Orthotics:
The L2200 orthotic relies on memory foam to provide customization
for any foot. In addition to comfort and support, state-of-the-art
copper fibers incorporated into the insoles help thwart the growth
of bacteria and odor. MSRP $64.95.

Brings heat to feet
Memory foam

Thermacell / Heated Insoles: These insoles
are designed to bring heat to the feet. Thermacell is
introducing new features for the product, including
extended use and increased flexibility. The removable,
rechargeable battery can be changed while the insole
remains in the boot or shoe. By purchasing additional
battery packs (sold separately), consumers can have extra
batteries ready to reload into their insoles. The battery
cover is made from Poron, an antimicrobial, shockabsorbing cushion. MSRP $179.99.

We are
the industry
experts.

Retailers:

Complete business package policy that
includes rental, demo and repair liability.

Manufacturers:

Product liability coverage in an exclusive
program and lower minimum premiums.

www.outdoorsportsins.com
800-491-2858
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A best in class program
designed to save you money.

Sorbothane /
Maximum Duty
Work Insole:
Thanks to a
contoured airinfused base and
a Sorbothane
metatarsal insert
and heel insert,
these insoles are
built to absorb
shock and provide
comfort. A Poron
liner insures
antifungal qualities
and a brushed
polyester fabric
cover wicks
moisture and
keeps the inserts
dry. MSRP $26.

Shock-absorbing

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
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NEWS

OUTDOOREYE
Forsake Partners with Woolrich for Fall/Winter 2015

T

The Forsake
Lockout
features
Woolrich
wool.

he all-weather sneakerboot brand Forsake is
partnering with Woolrich for the Fall/Winter 2015
season. Woolrich lends its made in the USA wool
to the Forsake Lockout (MSRP $139).
“It was important for us to partner with a brand that
shares our values and appreciation for quality, design and
heritage. Woolrich exemplifies each of those,” says Jake
Anderson, Forsake CEO. “While Woolrich has been around
for over 180 years, Forsake has been around for just two.
We figured we could probably learn a thing or two from
these guys, while offering a fresh perspective.”
The Woolrich fabric uppers selected
by Forsake offer the natural performance
qualities intrinsic to wool including durability,
breathability as well as odor and water
repellency.
The Lockout is waterproof, breathable style with
an Ortholite footbed, gusseted tongue, compression
EVA midsole, composite shank, Peak-to-Pavement
outsole and TPU heel stabilizer. In addition, the
Lockout features High & Dry Laces, the brand’s
latest functional design innovation. A magnet placed
discreetly near the boot collar works together
with magnets placed in the shoelace tips. Now
you don’t have to tie your laces if you’re slipping

on your boots to shovel the driveway, take out the garbage
or run a quick errand. Simply stick the laces to the side of
the boot to keep them off the ground. Available in Camel/Red
(pictured), Grey/Cobalt and Black/Maize.
The Lockout, along with the entire Forsake collection,
can be viewed later this month at Outdoor Retailer Winter
Market in Salt Lake City at the Forsake Booth #VO11, in the
vibrant Venture Out area. l

The Lockout

Vertical Sourcing Raising Money to Form Holding Company

C

“Young
people are
not getting
into the
business
and it’s up to
experienced
execs and
companies to
deliver what
they know.”

hris Neary, the CEO and president of Vertical
Sourcing, says he is raising capital to create a
holding company that will be the home for all the
companies for which he has a stake, including The
Vertical Design Group, VE Sourcing and Two River Textiles.
Vertical Sourcing produces outerwear and other outdoor
apparel for brands and retailers. Vertical Design is a design
company. VE Sourcing, which is majorityowned by disabled military veteran Sherman
Barton, manufactures military uniforms for the
Department of Defense. Two River Textiles is
a sales agency and is headed by 30-year-industry veteran Bill McCabe.
Neary says by creating the holding company he can have the companies work
more closely together, which will result in
financial and operational efficiencies. Todd
Stockbauer, the former CFO of Spyder who
is now CFO of Vertical Sourcing, is spearheading the capital raise.
Neary began his career as a buyer for
Buckman Ski Shops, a five store chain
based in Pennsylvania. He then worked in
government contracting for Intamar Logistics, a clothing
manufacturer for the U.S. Department of Defense. In 2000,
Neary began a 13-year career as a sales agent for Concept
III Textiles International. In 2003, while working in sales for
Concept III, he founded Vertical Sourcing. Over the past
few years, he founded Two River and Vertical Sourcing and
began working with VE Sourcing.
“When it comes to sourcing and design, there is a lack of
expertise in the market,” Neary says. “Young people are not
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getting into the business and it’s up to experienced execs and
companies to deliver what they know.” Neary says his goal is
to create an integrated series of companies that can start with
fiber-fabric and textile expertise, provided by Two River and
McCabe, then move through design at Vertical Design all the
way through production and delivery provided by Vertical
Sourcing. Apparel brands and retailers are looking for smaller,
specialized packages and Neary says his new
structure will enable him to provide those
Chris Neary
solutions in a quick, cost effective manner.
CEO and
“The sourcing business, especially in the outpresident
door business has been dominated by some
of Vertical
major players over the past decade. Our goal
Sourcing
is to be small and nimble like Bruce Lee.”
Neary has a small team, but says he is committed to hiring experienced industry execs.
He recently hired Kim Nelson as director
of product development of Vertical Source.
Nelson has been in the business for nearly 30
years and worked with Everlast Worldwide,
Fila Sports and Adidas. Nelson most recently
worked as the managing partner and director
of apparel for G.A.M.E. Apparel.
McCabe started his career in the 70s at Burlington
Industries and later worked for Coopertex. He later purchased
AK Textiles and after that was an equity investor and president of DiFini Golfwear. McCabe was co CEO of Nextec from
2004 to 2011 and is a current board member.
Two River Textiles represents Trizar, a heat reactive technology; Ultra Tech, which Neary describes as “a DWR on steroids;” Polygiene, an antimicrobial; and Chaoda, a warp and
circular knitting mill out of China. l
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ON THE

wearable tech

Fast
Track

Big Data Comes to
Outdoor Recreation.

Timex Ironman ONE GPS+

Expensive
sports watches
that used GPS
technology to
track time, speed
and distance
were once
used only by
hardcore runners
and adventure
racers. Today, a
broader audience
of outdoor
enthusiasts is
looking for this
information.

O

ne of the most buzzed about categories
across the industry at the moment is
wearable technology. Though retail
competition to sell tech is stiff, specialty
retailers have the expertise to gain an edge
in the category.
The market for wearable technology is estimated to reach
$50-60 billion in revenue by 2018, according to research
published by ihs.com. Although a segment of the larger
market, sales of sophisticated sports watches, fitness trackers
and Bluetooth enabled accessories represent an incredible
business opportunity for outdoor specialty retailers.
Initially, expensive sports watches that used GPS technology
to track time, speed and distance were used only by hardcore
runners and adventure racers. Today, a broader audience of
outdoor enthusiasts is looking for this information.
“We believe that the target audience varies greatly from
beginners trying to find guidance and motivation, to core
enthusiasts or pro athletes who want to track the details
of their performance to assist them in improving,” says Olli

Polar V800
MSRP $519
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Mio Fuse
MSRP $149

Osara, regional commercial director, Americas, Suunto.
“The market is evolving. Ten years ago, people who
are looking for small percentage increases in performance
starting using data to track performance,” says Chris Zoller,
senior manager, product, community and events, Polar.
“The quantified self-movement is growing. People now
understand that exercising at max intensity 100 percent of
the time may not be the best way to train and that they can
use technology to improve.”
Chad Lane, national sales manager, Wahoo Fitness,
agrees that everyday consumers are looking for wearable
technology “to help get the most out of the 30 minutes they
set aside in a business schedule.” He notes, “They realize
that the data provided by these wearables can help them
achieve their fitness goals faster by understanding how
their body is responding.”
Big Data
As technology has improved, current devices are offering
walkers, runners and hikers more tracking functions than ever

Wahoo Fitness Tickr Run
MSRP $79

Bia Sport Watch + GPS GoStick
MSRP $279
outdoorinsightmag.com

before. “The core features will always
be calorie burn, distance and speed.
Counting steps is the fundamental
metric that drives everything else.
The number of steps combined with
calibrated stride length determines
speed and distance,” says Jason
Johnson, product development
director, Soleus.
Many early models required users
to wear a chest strap to track heart
rate data. While heart rate remains an
important data point for determining
improvements in fitness, many
users are still learning to use the
information effectively.
“Everyone is looking at calorie burn.
If I can’t track that the workout didn’t
count. Still the most accurate way to
track is through heart rate. Heart rate is
still a very important number that a lot
of people may have discredited at first
but when linked to calorie burn may be
a more relevant number than it was in
the past,” says Lane.
“The target audience is after
meaningful data. That is why time,
distance, speed and calories are
still key metrics for the users,” says
Osara. “Even heart rate seems to be
a challenging metric to follow. That’s
why Suunto makes it more meaningful
by making conclusions based on heart
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rate – for example telling the consumer
that your heart rate is X – so you need
to push harder or slow down.”
While many devices track heart
rate and a long list of over data points,
consumers are still learning how to use
and interpret the information. “There’s
just a small population of [people]
who use heart rate for training. That’s
because the chest strap has been such
a turn off. People will try but won’t
keep going with it,” says Liz Dickinson
founder and CEO, Mio Global.
“A large percentage of people still
don’t understand true heart rate
training but they know they need
a heart rate monitor because of
their coach or doctor,” says Brajer.
“Technology is moving so quickly and
it’s getting easier to acquire data. Our
job is to distill the data to a point where
the consumer can understand and
apply the information.”
Cheryl Kellond, CEO, Bia Sport says,
“A lot of this data tracking has become
too complicated. If you ask anyone who
has shelled out $400 for a Garmin they
will readily admit they can’t figure out
90 percent of what that device does.
There are so many companies that are
data and technology driven they are
loading down athletes with all these
bells and whistles that most people

Suunto Ambit 3 Sports GPS Watch
MSRP $400

Magellan Echo Fit
MSRP $129

Soleus GO! Activity Tracker
MSRP $109

Garmin International’ GPS 920XT
MSRP $450-$500
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wearable tech
Red Fox Wireless Edge
Wireless Headset MSRP $119

Freewavz Wire-Free Smart
Earphones MSRP $249

don’t understand or know how to use.”
Ultimately, consumers are interested in what the tracked
data means rather than a presentation of complicated charts,
graphs and tables of numbers.
“A casual runner isn’t going to get into all the available
tracking data but they will want someone to say you ran
better today,” says Clark Weber, senior director of fitness and
wearable products, Magellan. “Runners want to know ‘Am I
doing better or worse” and how do you quantify that.”

Jabra’s Sport Pulse
Wireless Earbuds

Pairing Devices With Mobile Apps
As the use of smartphones increased, application
developers introduced tools like Strava, MapMyRun and
Runkeeper to track the same information previously only
available in sophisticated sports watches. Initially seen
as direct competitors, sports instrument brands are now
collaborating with software developers.
“In the beginning the watches did everything. With the
evolution of smartphones you started seeing applications
coming. The hardware manufacturers like us have realized

that unless we want to invest big dollars in creating our own
apps we can use Bluetooth to make our devices with all the
application companies. Hardware manufacturers are teaming
with third party developers so both groups can take advantage
of what they can bring to the table,” says Johnson.
Zoller says, “Apps are super-important to the eco-system of
health and fitness technology. Apps put this kind of technology
in the hands of more users and that’s a great thing. Once
consumers start seeing how technology can benefit their
training program they will start settling on which device and
app fits their needs the best.”
Rather than competition, Kellond believes apps actually
motivated runners to purchase watches and other devices.
“Smartphone apps reduced the barriers to trial. Everyone
could go in and try a free app understand the benefits of
getting GPS, pace and distance metrics during their workout,”
she says. “After they were hooked on those free metrics they
would trade up to a dedicated device. Now, people are mixing
and matching phone and app but we see the same process of
people starting with an app and moving to the device.” l

DRINK

FROM THE SOURCE
P E R S O N A L WAT E R F I LT E R
Removes 99.9999% waterborne bacteria & 99.9% waterborne protozoa
0.2 Micron hollow fiber membrane filter rated to 264 gallons, weighs only 2 oz.

buylifestraw.com
1-888-451-6752

Sales support LifeStraw donations in developing countries

AS SEEN IN
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GLOVES

Finding the Perfect

FIT

Dakine Scout Glove.

3
TRENDS
TO WATCH
1
Touchscreen
compatibility
is a must.

2
Dexterity and
flexibility is
also required.

3
Don’t forget
warmth and
insulation without
the bulk.

W

arm, comfortable, touchscreen compatible and offering great range of
motion and dexterity. That’s the list
of purchase criteria glove designers are working to meet for winter
sports enthusiasts. “Consumers are
always in search of a glove or mitten that will keep their
hands warm and comfortable. The features that are vital to
meet these needs include finding the right mix of insulation,
weather protection and dexterity. The ability to mesh these
components creates a solid design,” says Joanna Tomasino,
softgoods product category manager, Mammut North
America
Meghan Martens, product manager gloves, gaiters, shelter
and storage, Outdoor Research, identifies touchscreen compatible gloves, Gore-Tex shells and and competitive pricing
as elements driving design at Outdoor Research.
Outdoor enthusiasts also split preferences between finger
and mitten style gloves.
“We continue to believe handwear must deliver greater
warmth and tactility while reducing the bulk associated with
traditional gloves and mittens,” says Joe Edwards, president, Seirus Innovation.
“We’re continuing to see a growing trend for mitts as a
response to warmth but also as a style and fashion demand.
The blend of form and function is key in handwear, and
we’ve responded to consumer needs by expanding our mitt
offering for the Winter ’15-’16 season,” says Mechille Kiss,
glove product line manager, Dakine.
With innovations in insulation and construction methods,
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product designers can create gloves that offer less bulk,
more comfort, warmth and dexterity. “Innovations have
had a tremendous impact on glove design. Insulation is now
less bulky and lighter weight than ever and construction
techniques such as external seams, articulation and supple
materials brings temperature management and fit to new
levels,” says Tomasino.
Design Details
“We’ve done a lot of work around studying the human body
and how we self regulate our body temperature. We know how
blood flows in and out of the hand, and where its important
to insulate,” says Martens. “We are using that knowledge to
design how and where we insulate our gloves. Now, insulation brands offer active insulations that help heat and cool the
body. This is incredibly helpful when building a glove for any
high exertion activity like skinning uphill. It allows your hand
to breathe on the way up. And on the way down it will keep
you toasty and warm!”
Consumers are increasingly informed, and products are
working better than they have in previous seasons. “Staying
ahead of the curve is not only a mandate for us as a manufacturer and design house, but it’s also a top priority for the consumer. Folks who’ve made the move over to Outdry technology immediately notice the improvement in function, warmth,
and dryness and quickly become advocates for the technology,” says Robert Fry, global director of product merchandising and design, Mountain Hardwear. “The second element that
is key for gloves is, quite obviously, fit. It seems elementary,
but good fit is often forgone in the chase to manage costs or
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increase production efficiency. We’ve recently
engaged in a comprehensive fit analysis
where we took measurements and created
metrics from a large pool of hand samples of
various sizes. It’s helped us refine and master
the details that make a huge difference when
the try-on test occurs at point of sale. The
gloves are immediately uniformly comfortable
to the point that many people have stated
that our gloves feel as though they’re custom
made.”
Kiss says, “Insulation has become more
condensed while still retaining its effectiveness so we can utilize construction methods
that allow for full dexterity without sacrificing
any warmth.”
Mountain Hardwear uses Outdry waterproof, breathable technology for all of the
brand’s most technical gloves and mitts. “The
technology vastly improves waterproofness
over standard insert construction, and allows
us material solutions that would be unavailable with standard, old school inserts,” says
Fry. “It’s a relatively new way of building
gloves and the consumer is just starting to
understand the real benefits.”
One of the great debates in glove design
deals with the way gloves interact with jackets. Some consumers prefer over the cuff,
others under. While most brands offer wide
selections to accommodate both preferences,
there is still a healthy debate over which
approach works better.
Personal Preference
“It really comes down to personal preference,” says Edwards. “Some consumers prefer
the lower bulk and streamlined appearance
of an under-the-cuff glove, while others like to
know that any possible gap has been sealed
with an extended gauntlet that they can cinch
tightly. Seirus offers a variety of models to
satisfy the needs of the broadest range of
desires. Whether you run hot or cold, prefer
mittens or gloves, or want sleek and slim over
puffy insulation, Seirus has it.”
Martens notes, “We offer a solid mix of
both under cuff and over cuff constructions.
In addition to personal preference, different
activities can require different constructions.
Like Belay gloves, don’t need a full gauntlet. We worked with Kyle Dempster on the
Illuminator Sensor Glove. He tested this while
climbing in Pakistan and he absolutely loved
the under cuff fit and amount of insulation
in this style. Having the Sensor technology
allowed him to take an awesome selfie while
at the top of one his climbs. “
Consumer cuff preferences are often influenced by the demands of their activity. Skiers
need more coverage than winter runners.
“Many of our in-bounds, ski-focused gloves
are under or under/hybrid designs as that’s
generally favored by front side rippers. That
said, we’ve seen a recent uptick in the interest of gauntlet gloves again. My sense is it’s
due to the fact that more folks are hitting the
backcountry, or sidecountry and are wishing
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for a little more coverage and warmth,” says
Fry. “It could also simply be the phenomena
of what’s old being new again. We have a hard
time keeping up with the demand for gauntlet
gloves. Who’d have figured a few years ago?
In addition to all-day comfort and warmth,
consumers are now looking for gloves that
can accommodate smartphones and other
technology devices. Most customers want
the ability to use their touchscreen devices
without taking off their gloves. Dakine offers
several insulated styles, as well as removable
liners, that are touchscreen compatible. In
addition, the brand has developed the new
insulated Fillmore Trigger Mitt (MSRP $55)
that includes a conductive finger to use on
touchscreens while retaining the properties
and design of a classic mitten. “It’s perfect for
photographers and videographers,” says Kiss.
As technology
Consumers evolves, consumers
want to take it with
are now
them
anywhere they
looking
go.
“Whether
it’s
for gloves
in the backcounthat can
try, side country
accommo- or
inbounds, touch
date smart screens have become
phones
ubiquitous and conand other
sumers expect to
technology be able to use them
seamlessly wherdevices.
ever they go,” says
Edwards. Seirus offers its SoundTouch technology throughout the line.
Touchscreen Compatible
“Touchscreen compatible gloves are a
huge part of our business. We offer 38 styles
with touchscreen compatibility. We call this
technology Sensor. We offer touchscreen
compatible gloves ranging from $25 to $175.
The everyday user is looking for this feature as well as the technical mountain guide
who needs to access his or her GPS,” says
Martens.
Fry believes that “the mad rush to make
all gloves touchscreen compatible has seen
it’s apex.” He adds, “We make a full range
of touch compatible gloves — from warm,
lightweight Powerstretch Knits, to full on
hard charging ski gloves. However, I think the
consumer has found, in many instances, that
a heavily insulated glove, with a touch compatible palm, isn’t all that easy to manipulate
no matter how sensitive or high quality the
conductive material.
“That coupled with the emergence of
screens that work regardless of glove compatibility has changed the upcoming seasonal
landscape somewhat,” he adds. “What is not
changing is that the consumer is demanding
that their gloves work in harmony with their
activities. Right now that mandate is focused
on smartphones and ATM compatibility.
Around the corner, it’ll likely be something
else and we glove builders will have to design
around that new technology.” l

MountainHardwear
Sno Jo, MSRP $100.

Mammut Aconagua,
MSRP $39.

Mammut Niva Mitten, MSRP $79.

Outdoor Research
Illuminator Sensor
Gloves, MSRP $89.

Mammut Trift Glove,
MSRP $129.

The North Face Freeride
Tech Etip Glove, MSRP
$100.

Seirus HeatTouch
Torche, MSRP $395.
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SKIN CARE

Safety
Zone
Skin Care Offers Protection
from Winter’s Worst.

S

Joshua Tree
healing salve

kiers spend a lot of time debating the “next
best thing” in boots, bindings, skis and technical apparel. But one of the most important
pieces of gear is often buried deep in their
daypack, wax bag or the glove box of their
truck. A two-inch long tube of sunscreen can
prevent cancer. The most advanced set of skis can’t claim that
performance benefit.
According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, over the past
30 years more people have been diagnosed with skin cancer
than all other cancers combined. Between 40 and 50 percent
of Americans who live to age 65 will receive a basal cell carcinoma or a squamous cell carcinoma at least once. The Centers
for Disease Control reports five million people are treated for
skin cancer every year.
Becoming more aware of these statistics skiers, winter runners and cold weather mountain bikers are taking sun care
more seriously. Skin care brands offer a wide variety of products and packaging to keep them safe from the sun.

Is the Market Growing?
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs
“Absolutely. Relevant to the outdoor industry, skin cancer is
the fastest growing type of cancer. The need for sunscreen
is on the rise.”
Dan Dixon, AGS Brands
“The market is still growing. As the Baby Boomer generation
gets older, they know more and more people who have been
affected by skin cancer. There’s much more awareness and
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the market is growing because of that. Younger generations
are also paying attention.”
David Kulow, All Terrain
“Yes, the market is prospering. When well merchandised, the
market continues to grow. People are wearing more products
to protect themselves from UVA and UVB rays.”

What Are Consumers Looking For?
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs
“Care for their bodies and overall wellness, comfort in the
outdoors and awareness of harmful chemicals are increasing
the purchase interest for skin care. Features appreciated are
affordability, ease of use and natural ingredients.”
David Kulow, All Terrain
“Consumers are interested in general skin protection. After the
Polar Vortex they want products to help protect them against
dry, chapped and cracked skin. When they experience those
symptoms, skin care can help decrease the effects. Another
important trend is the interest in natural ingredients. They first
criteria for outdoor enthusiasts is the product has to work. If
the product uses natural ingredients, that’s even better.”

Are Skin Cancer Messages Getting
Through to Consumers?
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs
“[They’re] not exactly getting lost, but it would be great to see
the message amplified even more.”
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Dan Dixon, AGS Brands
Until a few years ago, there was a lot of snake oil claims about
product performance in the market. Now with new FDA regulations there’s less confusion.”
David Kulow, All Terrain
“People don’t really understand the SPF factor is only UVB or
sunburn protection. They don’t understand is that UVA causes
cancer. There’s some confusion but more information is coming out to educate consumers.”

Do retailers see this category as an opportunity?
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs
“A bit, but the challenge continues to be in merchandising.
We like to help retailers find a great way to display products
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and, also to ask their advice on what works best for their
customers.”
Dan Dixon, AGS Brands
“The independent specialty retailers who are still standing
have been successful. They realize they can sell a strong
product with a good margin. We want to help them carve out
a niche and understand how to best merchandise and display
products.”

1. Kiss My Face face
factor 50 SPF 2. Aloe
Gator medicated lip
balm 3. Elemental
Herbs All Good Goop
4. Elemental Herbs
All Good Sunstick 5.
Elemental Herbs All
Good Sunscren 6. Aloe
Gator SPF 40+ Gel

David Kulow, All Terrain
“In general, skin care products are still sold in a bucket next
to the register. The retailers that are doing a better job with
merchandising and suggestive selling have higher sales per
customer. A shelf talker in the winter will help protect them
from a Polar Vortex.” l
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SNOWSPORTS

Driving
Snow
Blizzard’s Zero G skis, with the tag “Light Done Right,” are the lightest
alpine touring/backcountry skis in the brand’s Freeride category.

Despite Challenges, Backcountry, Snowshoe
and Nordic Markets Continue to Thrive.
Outdoor enthusiasts are passionate about their
winter pursuits. But obstacles such as low snowfalls leading to late ski resort openings, increased
cost of lift tickets and concerns about avalanche
fatalities can temper that enthusiasm.
As the 2014-2015 winter season unfolds, the
Snowsports Industry Association reports that the
snow sports retail market reached $699 million
in snowsports equipment, apparel and accessories sales from August 1 to October 31, 2014.
Compared to a year earlier all equipment and
equipment accessories sales were down eight percent to $213 million.
Despite these issues, backcountry skiing, snowshoeing and cross country skiing continue to thrive.
Outdoor Insight offers the perspectives of key
brands in each segment.
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Backcountry Market
Sam Cook, Tecnica Group USA
“The overall ski market is stable. The general consumer
participation rates remain steady, which is a key health indicator
of the category. How consumers spend time on the mountain is
changing.”
Samantha Killgore, SCARPA North America
“The backcountry market is growing, and it’s growing rapidly.
Skiers are starting to venture into the backcountry by leaving
from gates in the ski area. There’s a certain romance to the idea of
skiing untouched lines outside of the reach of the masses inside
the resort. Modern media is also helping to fuel that — with a
whole slew of videos and photos of both professional athletes
and our friends doing exciting things in the backcountry, it helps
to reinforce the excitement to get out there. There is also an
element of growth in backcountry thanks to a swell of excitement
in uphill skiing and uphill fitness. With ski resorts allowing people
to start skinning in resorts, it’s making the idea of skiing in the
backcountry much more accessible.”
Gord Bailey, G3
“What is very interesting is the level of commitment that skiers
outdoorinsightmag.com

and riders are giving to a fairly athletic type of recreation.
That passion is breeding a new culture of activity that is part
adrenaline and part ‘zen’. The commercial side of the market is
enjoying revenue growth partly because of the sheer numbers
of new participants, but also because of the quality level of the
goods needed to really enjoy the sport of touring.”
Product Evolution
Sam Cook, Tecnica Group USA
“In general, products are made today with better quality
materials and are more technology rich in features, yet often
available at the same retail price as 10 years ago. Over the
past five years, ski boots from a range of manufacturers
are lighter, better fitting, better performing and much more
customizable. And the consumer has a better experience
all for the same price. The same holds true in skis, where
we have seen the total weight of the product lighten
substantially, yet the ski still performs at a very high level
and is often easier to enjoy without sacrificing performance.”

relatively flat with respect to participants and dollars
over the last year. Even though the industry growth is flat,
MSR continues to bring participants to our brand because
of our unique traction-based technology. Traction is
important for anyone who snowshoes because stable feet
means you expend less energy and are safer in challenging
conditions. Alpinists and Mountaineers understand this.
We are constantly working to get the message out to
anyone who wants to walk in the snow.”
Jeff Oster, Atlas
“The global snowshoe market is growing at a healthy
rate. The Atlas brand continues to grow with the market.
We are continuing to pursue markets that have been
a part of the snowshoe story for a long time. We are
catering to the utilitarian demographic using snowshoes
for snowmobiling, search and rescue and other winter
professions. More specifically, we are providing snowshoes
to the recreational customer for snowboarding, hiking,
running and friendly outings on the trail.”

Samantha Killgore, Scarpa North America
“Scarpa is a brand that is very much driven by innovation
and we just finished a very successful consumer launch of a
highly innovative boot that we received numerous awards
for. That kind of innovation in the ski industry helps drive
other innovation by competing brands. It’s almost cyclical.
Now with the ball in motion, there stands to be a whole
slew of new ideas founded in that one minor tweak that we
made with how we could design a backcountry boot. For
Scarpa, we always keep an eye on what will make skiing
more enjoyable and available to consumers. Our product
innovation comes from that very focus.”

Kelsey Boyce, Tubbs Snowshoes
“The snowshoe market is healthy and growing.
According to the latest SIA data, the snowshoe market
grew by 15 percent year over year. Snowshoeing is growing
as an activity due to its attractiveness to new participants.
People with active lifestyles are looking for more activities
to participate in, and snowshoeing is a great option to
get outside in the winter months. Another key to its
attractiveness is the sport’s affordability compared to
other winter sports.”

Gord Bailey, G3
“We have lightweight skis with carbon technology and our
ION AT binding has evolved into a family of three models.
The G3 ION binding now offers RV’s as low as 4 and up to 12,
including a new lightweight model, the ION LT12 for those
who want to tour with the simplicity of a brakeless binding.
G3’s climbing skins have also had a big update with lighter,
more supple materials and greater length adjustability to fit a
broader range of skis and boards. And the new G3 Splitboard
connection system and trimming profile is the first climbing
skin to really mate with the asymmetrical dimensions of each
half of a splitboard.”

Kelsey Boyce, Tubbs Snowshoes
“While snowshoeing technology has advanced greatly in
the last decade, many users don’t regularly update their
equipment due to the lifecycle of their current equipment.
Tubbs Snowshoes last for well over a decade.”

Greg Wozer, LEKI USA
“There is a market need to pace ourselves for the sake
of production cycles and pipe line inventory, however
we are anxious to introduce innovation when ready and
when it makes sense. Leki is fortunate to be a market
player with high-end technical poles in multiple winter
and summer sports. This gives us unique perspective into
product development that allows one market category to
benefit another. While some years our trekking poles have
benefitted from features we developed for ski, our 2015-16 ski
pole line will be benefitting from new technology developed
for trekking and adventure racing.”

Chris Barchet, MSR Winter and Water Products
“People view snowshoes as a non-technical product
but the designs are actually very performance driven.
People tend to think their old snowshoes are good enough
because they are not broken, but they would have a much
better experience with a newer pair of snowshoes. Anyone
with shoes older than five years will see a dramatic
difference in performance. This is due to materials, design,
and binding technology, which have improved greatly
over the years. The changes in design and materials have
helped improve performance of our snowshoes--akin
to shaped skis and rocker technology helping move ski
industry forward.”

Snowshoe Market

The Equipment Upgrade Cycle

Jeff Oster, Atlas
“Snowshoes are engineered to last for years. The
strength and durability of construction lends to the low
turnover rate in a pair of snowshoes. For that purpose,
we anticipate customers to change or upgrade their
snowshoes every five to 15 years.”
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Blizzard Bonafide
MSRP $840

Specialty Retail Relationships

The state of the snowshoe market
Chris Barchet, MSR Winter and Water Products
“The numbers show that the snowshoe market is

Tecnica Mach1 130 MV
MSRP $840

Jake Thamm, Crescent Moon
“Retailers are often reluctant to order early, then they
want product tomorrow when the deep snow arrives.

The Madshus empower
app is free to download
and use.
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SNOWSPORTS

Madshus Terrasonic
Intelligrip MSRP $400

MSR Snowshoe Revo
Explore MSRP $199

Making snowshoes in the United States is a bit of an
advantage dealing with the vacillations of ordering
and the craziness of retailers. It allows us to be more
responsive to retailers. Some of the risk is passed on to
us and retailers don’t get the preseason discounts and are
willing to pay to fill the order.”
Chris Barchet, MSR Winter and Water Products
“The MSR brand is ranked as one of the highest quality
brands in the outdoor industry. Our snowshoes have
the highest average sell-through and highest average
retail price. Specialty retailers know that carrying our
snowshoes helps them hedge against potential losses in a
low snow year.”
Jeff Oster, Atlas
“Specialty programs such as early buy deadlines and
other incentives allow lower pricing for specialty dealers
in the industry. Atlas also sends Authorized Dealer Kits to
dealers carrying our product in an effort to educate the
retail store representatives and drive brand enthusiasm.”

Tubbs Flex RDG MSRP
$250

Jake Thamm, Crescent Moon
“Crescent Moon has launched a customization program.
A customer can go to our website and build their own
snowshoe by selecting frame, color, traction system and
binding. The process gives us a one on one relationship that
is valuable and totally unique. We’re offering something they
can’t get anywhere else in the market. Now we’re working to
determine how to make it work for our retailers.”
Product Evolution

Atlas Rendezvous
MSRP $240

Jeff Oster, Atlas
“Our brand perception is driven in large part by our
product innovation. Atlas snowshoes continue to evolve
as we seek the best way to cater to our target audience.
New frame designs such as the Hybrid construction of the
Atlas Endeavor introduced in 2014 and lighter suspension
systems such as LRS also introduced in 2014 are ways
that the Atlas model line continues to evolve.”
Chris Barchet, MSR Winter and Water Products
“MSR does not change products for the sake of change.
We introduce product when there is a real need or
when technology becomes available that really changes
performance.”

Toad Snowshoes
MSRP $375

Madshus HyperU
MSRP $210

Kelsey Boyce, Tubbs Snowshoes
“While there hasn’t been game-changing innovation
as large as the introduction of the composite snowshoe
line, the Flex Series, in the past five years, we believe the
introduction of a Tubbs quality binding with integrated
Boa bindings was a huge step toward user-centered
design.”
Jake Thamm, Crescent Moon
“The pace of innovation seems to come in fits and
starts. I’m not sure the snowshoe market is driven by
innovation. I think it’s more of a brand building process.
We want to make a better product every year. That’s an
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important part of establishing our brand and helps us
earn new business with retailers. Some brands’ snowshoe
[business] is a small piece of a larger corporate structure.
It’s how we make our living so it’s a different focus.”

Cross Country Skiing
The State of the Cross Country Ski Market
Chris McCullough, K2 Sports
“There is a core market that is insanely passionate
and healthy. Across the board the market is growing.
There has been some wonderful momentum coming out
of high visibility events like the Winter Olympics where
the general public gets to see what the sport is all about
on the main stage and carry that momentum into the
next year’s selling cycle. Cautious optimism is still an
applicable term to describe the market.”
Isaac Wilson, Salomon and Atomic, Amer Sports
“The market is volatile and extremely snow dependent.
Right now the market is up over 50 percent over the
last two years, but with no snow it can decrease just as
quickly. Participation and sales are really strong when
Mother Nature cooperates.”
The Equipment Upgrade Cycle
Chris McCullough, K2 Sports
“The core Nordic market does want different skis for
different conditions and disciplines. We can confidently
say if a skier switches to Madshus they are not just
going to change one pair of skis. We strive to have
healthy relationships with key specialty retailers across
the country. Bring approachable, high-end race product
to market in a way that will entice people to convert
their entire quiver.”
Isaac Wilson, Salomon and Atomic, Amer Sports
“Our performance market has been growing to stable
over the last few years. These are our most important
customers because they find snow. Even in bad years
they are looking for the opportunity to ski. And, this
customer is always upgrading. The touring customer
will upgrade over a 4-5 year cycle, and this year with
the early start to winter in key markets we saw a lot of
upgrading.”
Product Evolution
Isaac Wilson, Salomon and Atomic, Amer Sports
“We are driving very hard with carbon technology in
the ski, boot, pole and binding categories at the vector
level. We have made some real advances in Nordic boot
technology, full carbon ski and binding technology as
well as bringing high tech carbon to better price points
in poles. Touring and backcountry product are slow to
evolve because the dealers in this category need it to
have a longer cycle for that customer. We want to bring
innovation to the customers that value it most.” l
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COLD WEATHER REPORT
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The POLARMAX® Brand Defined
With all of our products Made in the U.S.A. and a commitment to R&D, knitting, finishing, cutting, sewing,
warehousing and distribution in the U.S.A, POLARMAX® is committed to the partnership with the specialty shop
retailer. Here are seven – yes, seven – great reasons to buy POLARMAX®. (If you need more, please give us a call. We’ve got more!)

1

Our Product Performance Kicks. We use the most
advanced micro-denier fiber, yarns,
and knits to create the industry’s finest
collection of technical base layer performance
products.

2

“acclimate® dry” base layer performance fabrics.
They are engineered with micro-fine
polyester fibers for softness and warmth.
Our proprietary moisture management systems
rapidly move the moisture from the skin to the
outer surface for quick evaporation. Plus, our
proprietary “acclimate® fresh” anti-odor/
antimicrobials offer hygienic freshness for the
life of the garments and fabrics

3

The latest and the greatest. We work tirelessly to
improve base layer performance and
selection and to create more selling
opportunities for our retail partners. We strive
to answer the question — “What’s new?”

4

“No Disappointment” Service. It’ simple. You
order, we deliver. On time, with reliable
re-order capabilities in-season. Booking
orders: 95% complete and on time within five
days. Reorders: 95% +, within five days.

5

POLARMAX TODAY

The core of our business remains performance
fabrics, next-to-skin base layer for comfort. We use
the finest micro-denier yarns for comfort. We use
chemistry to give our fabrics a significant point of
differentiation – for “acclimate® dry” moisture wicking,
and “acclimate® fresh anti-odor/antimicrobials for
hygienic freshness for the life of the garments.

WHAT’S NEW FOR 2015

Montana Wool 1.0 & 2.0
NICE - The name says it all
Core 3.0 - Super Midweight-Poly/Spandex
Core 4.0 - Heavyweight/Extreme-Poly/Spandex
PLUS, many more styles & colors

Value, Profitability & Sell-through. POLARMAX®
is committed to our partnership with the
specialty shop retailer. We do not sell
mass merchants or discounters. Retailers love
our prices and margins. Returns for quality
issues: less than 0.1 of 1%. Our high-quality
products, packaging and point of purchase
materials ensure effective sell-through.
We can assist the retailer to turn their
inventory, increasing their ROI model.

6
7

The Margin Leader. POLARMAX® remains a
retail margin leader for retailers in our
category of product year after year.

100% Made in the U.S.A. We are a vertical
manufacturer. All of our products are
100% Made in the U.S.A. We made the
commitment to R&D, knitting, finishing, cutting,
sewing, warehousing and distribution in the
U.S.A. and that means better in season service
and flexibility for our retail partners!

POLARMAX®
Candor Plant – 480 East Main Street, Candor, NC 27229
Warehousing & Distribution / Offices: 565 Air Tool Drive, PO Box 2716, Southern Pines, NC 28388
(800) 552–8585; (910) 673–5290 • Polarmax.com
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footwear

What Buyers Want
Retailers Weigh in on What They’re Looking for in Footwear.

Left to right: Brooks
Adrenaline ASR GTX,
Baffin Snorunner,
Columbia Ventrailia
OutDry.

“I think
we’re over
the idea that
we’re going
to inspire
young kids
to go in the
woods by
looking like
it’s a video
game, that
kids are
going to
dress up like
robots and
go play in
the woods.”
Frank Gibbons,
Sam’s Outdoor
Outfitters

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

A

s the new year kicks into gear and the outdoor
industry descends on the Outdoor Retailer
Winter Market in Salt Lake City, retailers say
that hiking and trail styles, winter boots and
outdoor-casual looks with trend appeal are on
their shopping lists for Fall 2015.
“We’ve done really well with insulated, more athletic-type
styles, like insulated trail runners and hiking boots,” Andrew
Sullivan, buyer and manager at Portland, OR-based Next
Adventure said.
After seeing some brands they’d previously carried drop,
“we’re basically on the lookout for new hiking lines,” says Frank
Gibbons, buyer for the Brattleboro, VT-based Sam’s Outdoor
Outfitters stores. Gibbons says that while the retailer is wellstocked in the hiking category on the high end with brands like
Mammut, and on the value side with brands like Hi-Tec, there’s
an opportunity “for something in the middle.”
The pure performance athletic categories are still strong, he
says. Newer brands for the store, like the Deckers-owned Hoka
One One, have been selling well, and he feels there’s potential
in that category to grow. But, he says, in general he’s looking
more traditional outdoor looks for their core consumer — not
the more extreme athletic and action-sports-inspired looks.
“I think we’re over the idea that we’re going to inspire young
kids to go in the woods by looking like it’s a video game,
that kids are going to dress up like robots and go play in the
woods,” he says.
The Boston-based City Sports stores are also looking to bulk
up on multifunctional trail running styles, according to GM of
merchandising Lauren Blanda, for both their performance and
lifestyle appeal in a range of winter weather conditions.
“An area to expand for us is in [easily wearable] products
people can wear when the weather is bad,” she says, naming
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rugged styles like the Brooks Adrenaline ASR GTX trail running
style for men and women as a prime example. “It’s for the person whose looking for functionality and Gore-Tex in the upper,”
she says, “And they can use it for running, [but] it’s something
that someone can wear casually, too.”
And many retailers surveyed by Outdoor Insight flagged
dual-purpose styles or boots and shoes in the lifestyle area
as a place to grow.
Next Adventure’s Sullivan says he will also be looking
to grow the casual side of the business, which has been
strong this year. “Brands like Forsake and Olukai are what
I see as going to be pushing sales,” he says. “Something
that our outdoor customer can wear, like a nice leather
shoe with a puffy jacket to go to a bar, have some drinks
and talk about skiing.”
Travis Zarins, VP-merchandise and GMM for the Raleigh, N.C.based Great Outdoor Provision chain, says that the store continues to look for “brands that are in low orbit around our core
consumer — those work really well.”
For Great Outdoor Provision, that’s meant footwear,
apparel and accessories that fit into the outdoor look but
have an element of the Southern prep style, he says. Brands
like Blundstone, Olukai and Dubarry for men and woman
have been successful, he says, and casual product that the
outdoor enthusiast can discover when they come in for their
more performance needs will be what the store wants to
add. “The biggest thing we look for is more lifestyle options,”
he says. “That’s been more in flux. Sorel has been a strong
brand for us for years and still is, and Olukai has some great
fashion-forward boots.”
And bringing in freshness – whether that meant out of the
box styles, new brands or categories to explore – will be a
priority, retailers say.
“We’re definitely looking for some new footwear vendors,”
Jennifer Mull, CEO of Austin-based Backwoods, says. “And
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Baffin Revelstoke Lite insulated boot
for men.

The North Face Ultra Extreme II
GTX is a performance winter hiker.

Chaco Barbary from the brand’s
expanding Mountain Life line.

Altra Superior 2 is a lightweight trail
running shoe for men.

The Klogs Knight in Mahogany is part
of the brand’s men’s line.

Hoka One One Tor Ultra Hi WP,
a new hiking boot.

Olukai Malie, with premium full-grain
leather in a timeless silhouette.

Sorel’s Major Pull On is a leather
boot with great detailing.

Columbia Men’s Bugaboot Plus III
Titanium Omni-Heat boot.

Chaco’s Hopi has a wool side panel
wrapped in full-grain leather.

Teva goes for year-round style
with the Mason boot in suede.

The Cushe Swell WP is a rugged and
waterproof “slipper” style.

“We’re
looking for
some new
footwear
vendors.
We’re
keeping our
eyes open
for new
product
from
existing and
from new
vendors.”
Jennifer Mull,
Backwoods

we’re keeping our eyes open for new product from existing
and from new vendors.”
But one category retailers say will be top-of-mind for fall are
insulated boots. Mull says trying to predict sales for the heavily
weather-dependent category a year in advance is a perpetual
challenge, but one that can’t be avoided.
“We haven’t doubled down [after last year’s heavy snowfalls],
but we haven’t shied away, either,” she says. “We need to have
insulated boots this time of year, so we need to strike a balance
between having things [we need] and going crazy.”
Blanda says City Sports will be streamlining its winter
offering, but buying deeper into the boots they do pick after
reviewing the business from last year’s record-setting cold
and snow. “We’re going to choose for the customer and, for
the styles we’re getting behind, giving them a lot more not
just from an investment perspective but in terms of marketing as well,” she says.
And Blanda says the retailer’s boot buy will also give a nod
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to the casual side, too — bringing in multifunction styles early,
she says, will be a way to capture some beginning-of-the-season
purchases from a more fashion customer.
Eric Stern, assistant manager for Arlington, VA-based Casual
Adventure, says his shop will be focusing on versatile boot
styles that can handle snow and slush but function just as well
when the weather is warmer.
“We try to lean more toward the multifunctional [styles]:
three-quarter light hikers, backpackers, and noninsulated
styles make up the majority,” he says. But Casual Adventure
stocks Columbia, Sorel and Ugg as key players in the insulated
space, and Stern says they’ll continue to focus there as they try
to find the right mix.
“We’ll buy into our [most important] styles deep and then
if we need to make an adjustment, hopefully we can,” he says.
“We try to find the convergence, but our key buying strategy
is to find the multifunctional styles that are core regardless of
whether or not we get a lot of snow.” •
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Chaco’s Jaeger boot for men
features a Luvseat footbed.

Olukai’s Nahuku boot features
vegetable tanned leather.

The Sorel Slimboot Pull On has
a waterproof leather upper.

Baffin’s SnoSport performance
insulated waterproof style.

Blundstone Suede Original
puts a new spin on a classic.

The Olukai Kapa Moe for women
features full-grain leather.

The Hiker from Vivobarefoot “aspires”
to be the world’s lightest hiking boot.
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Sorel is on-trend with this side zip
leather-and-suede ankle boot.

Seize the trend. Market direction and trade show impressions.
Next issue: February 2015. Key take aways from ORWM.
email jnott@formula4media.com. We’ll send you our insights.
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Socks, Evolved
United by Blue’s
Bison sock is
made in America.

At one time, socks were purchased in convenient three-packs. Options were limited to
heather brown, grey or black, heavyweight or lightweight. Today, outdoor enthusiasts spend
as much time evaluating their sock selection as they do other pieces of technical gear.
Application-specific models, tailored cushioning zones and natural or synthetic fiber options
allow consumers to find a sock that works for their personal interests and preferences.

Key Style Trends
Kelly Nester, Nester Hosiery
“Consumers are definitely more targeted in their
selections and end use is definitely a better way to segment
each product.”
Tanya Pictor, Balega
“Lighter, finer and brighter are the trends for ’15/-16
with Balega. Color remains a strong driving interest with
consumers and retailers. Balega has taken great steps this
year to add lots of fresh, bright color combinations to
ensure that Balega stands out from the crowd with bold
uses of color, whilst retaining technical integrity of all our
products. In addition, lighter weight and ergonomic fitting
socks continue to be important.”
Bruce Barrows, Lorpen
“Styles are driven by season. In the colder weather we
42 • Outdoor Insight • February 2015

get a lot of visits to our site about our Polartec socks. They
are unique in that they are a sewn sock, not a stitched or
knitted construction and offer a different set of performance
attributes. We see a number of consumers researching
those models.”
Jeff Bull, Fitsok
“We currently see two drivers at Fitsok. First, our ISW
Wool Trail Sock we revamped and released in 2014 has really
gained a following during the holidays, and we continue to see
retailers asking for new colors on current styles.”
Ric Cabot, Cabot Hosiery Mills/Darn Tough
“We are seeing growth in the lighter, faster, stronger
approach to building socks. We are seeing new people
enter the hiking market who aren’t wearing the traditional
heavyweight boots. They are using trail running shoes to hike
so we are seeing a lot of interest in light cushioning styles.
“We are also seeing people moving away from traditional
outdoorinsightmag.com
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1. DeFeet Meta Hi-Viz
one-inch sock 2. Balega
Hidden Contour 3. United
by Blue Bison sock 4.
Wigwam Cool-Lite Crew
5. Lorpen T2 Ski Light
6. Farm to Feet Alpine
Meadow 7. Darn Tough
Night Shade 8. Farm to
Feet Jackson 9. FITS
National Park Women’s
Light Hiker National Park
Crew Sock 10. Darn
Tough Charcoal

7

8

white and more into color and graphic interest in the
design.”

Consumers Know Their Stuff
Kelly Nester, Nester Hosiery
“I strongly believe that consumers are spending more
time researching products. There’s more information
available every day and consumers are checking out ratings
and consumer reviews. They are also looking deeper
into supply chain and production processes. People are
researching brands and products and then making a much
more educated purchase decision.
“We strive every day to make sure we are describing
our products in a clear, concise way. It’s so important and
there’s always more to tell.”
Tanya Pictor, Balega
“I think consumers do [research] on higher dollar
branded items. On socks, however, a lot of the information
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still comes from the in-store experience where sales
associates play a big role in educating consumers about the
different benefits various sock brands offer.
“We aim to build a brand where the consumer has
immediate awareness and recall on our product. This
entails online information as well as continually updating
our retail partners with information on our products,
their functionality and the benefit’s that wearing Balega’s
may bring to the active consumer. We produce visually
appealing product to entice consumers at the point of sale
and package it in attractive informative packaging with
succinct, almost like a silent salesmen, but underlying
everything we do at Balega, is the functionality and
performance of our products.”
Ric Cabot, Cabot Hosiery Mills/Darn Tough
“We get a lot of very particular questions from customers
about styles and the differences between styles. People
want different models for different footwear. Customers
will tell us the specific footwear brand, style of boot and
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Hosiery
temperature range they will encounter and asking for
recommendations. We are tailoring our website presentation
and customer service training to what topics people are
interested in.”

Socks Get Super Techy
Fitsok Jewelpop Low
three-pack

Bruce Barrows, Lorpen
“The consumer is very interested in technology
and what that will do to help them become warmer,
more comfortable, or create a perception of increased
performance.
“Younger people have been buying non-traditional sock
fibers for some time. They have been purchasing technology
fibers that Nike or Adidas have introduced. When they start
shopping they are looking for the technological advantages
that will help them stay warmer or perform better. We get a
lot of questions about what will this fiber do, how will this
product help me perform better.
“I find it interesting that the consumer seems to be more
progressive in their purchasing inquires and questions
about technology than the retailer is in many cases.”
Jeff Bull, Fitsok
“Fitsok has worked hard to tweak and improve the
engineering around our socks. Customers are more
educated than ever on small details like toe seams, arch
support and fiber content. Returning to Merino wool for the
ISW model has proved to be a great decision for Fitsok.”

Carving Out Space at Retail
Kelly Nester, Nester Hosiery
“We’re the new kid on the block but we’ve seen strong

sell-through with our retail partners. We’re maintaining our
shelf space and we’re excited about 2015 and 2016.”
Bruce Barrows, Lorpen
“It’s challenging no question. The story we continually
use to express the benefits of Lorpen is that our technology
is different from almost everyone else out there. There will
be millions of pairs of Merino socks sold in the outdoor
performance market. At the same time there are consumers
looking for new technologies. Our company is based on
blended yarn technologies. If you want something that is
performance driven our company is focused on combining
yarns to make what we believe is a more performanceenhanced product.
“Once you fill your Merino needs, we believe we are an
alternative and provide a better performance, durability and
comfort story. We are constantly looking at different blends
of yarns to find something to meet our vision of what a good
performing sock should be. Add thermo-cool. There are
some things coming in the future that are pretty exciting.”
Tanya Pictor, Balega
“We are delivering a product of unsurpassed quality that
performs at its peak every time. In addition Balega offers
so much more, from really attractive retail margins by
comparison to some of our competitors, our philosophy
regarding community involvement and sales support.”
Ric Cabot, Cabot Hosiery Mills/Darn Tough
“Just because there are a lot of players, doesn’t
necessarily make the market competitive. There are a lot of
players, but there are just a handful where the competition
really happens. Within those players, that’s what drives
innovation and the market forward. We grew 62 percent last

USA Sock Makers Get Creative to Fuel Resurgence
Today’s make local
movement is bringing renewed
vigor to the long-standing
domestic industry of sock
making. Established brands are
re-emphasizing their roots via
creative product development
and heritage-rich branding efforts,
while start-ups offer a fresh take
on locally sourced goods and
online marketing. Together sock
businesses from the southeast
to the upper Midwest are taking
“American Made” to the next
level in the year ahead.
Branding efforts increasingly
highlight true-blue Americana
qualities. For example,
Philadelphia-based brand United
by Blue blends heritage with
high tech in a new line of bison
down socks. The brand was
already producing a Merino wool
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sock, but, according to company
founder Brian Linton, “the feeling
was ‘what more could we do’
in terms of technical benefits,

At the end
of the day,
however, socks
must fit, feel
good, function
properly and rely
on innovative
product
development.
commercial viability and a
domestic focus.”
The company considered a
variety of livestock, “but none
had the affinity to USA as
Bison does,” explains Linton,
who points out that the bison
population is now near 500,000

and they are no longer an
endangered or threatened
species. He also stresses that
using bison down and creating
a transparent USA supply chain
was consistent with United by
Blue’s sustainability priorities.
The new Ultimate American
Sock is a Merino/bison/nylon/
spandex blend created along
a supply chain that includes
ranchers out west, yarn spinners
in the east, and a sock knitter
in the Midwest. The socks
come packaged in a box made
in Wisconsin. The story of the
sock and its journey through
America is an integral part of the
package’s design, according to
the company.
Veteran hosiery mills are
also upping their game with
sophisticated product and

amplified marketing. As an
example, for its 110th anniversary
Wigwam is planning a fourmonth initiative to promote the
company and its Made in the
USA story. According to Jim
Einhauser, Wigwam EVP-sales
and marketing, “We have also
begun utilizing a new package
format for a selection of our line
that promotes Made in the USA
and our heritage. The seal on
the package originated from the
Wigwam archives in the 1930s
and has been incredibly well
received by retailers and the
marketplace.”
He continues, “There is no
doubt that Made in the USA has
always been a strong mantra
for Wigwam and I believe that
a resurgence of interest in
domestically made goods is
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DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

The Inside Story on Performance
5 Trends to Watch
Here’s what’s on the radar for the
season ahead:
1. Blending fashion with function
2. Lightweight and highly breathable 		
laminates that target active consumers
3. Wool, wool and more wool
4. Texture-rich textiles with lifestyle appeal
5. Performance with comfort stretch built in

5 TERMS TO KNOW
Certain phrases are bound to come up
in textile conversations regarding Fall ’15
fabrics. You’ll have a better grasp of what
everyone is talking about if you keep this
mini cheat-sheet handy.

The Strafe
Outerwear Cham
Jacket features
Polartec NeoShell
fabric and a sleek,
modern look.

With so many textile options available in the
outdoor space, and with so many different

fabric technologies currently offered, it is very
easy to lose sight of what is really meaningful to
consumers these days. But if you stay focused
on performance and keep a keen eye on features
that truly enhance user experience, then the fog of
confusion surrounding high-tech textile selection
begins to clear.
The fact is the outdoor industry is rooted in
performance. And despite how the marketplace has
evolved and changed over the years, function remains
the foundation. Moisture management, durability,
warmth without weight, thermo-regulation and
breathability are tried and true performance features
that serve as a solid base for innovation.
Textile suppliers are building on that base in
several ways this season. For example, sophisticated
blends that provide multi-functionality along with
appealing aesthetics are influential for Fall 2015.
Also noteworthy are products that combine highefficiency performance with a high-level of comfort.
The latest fabrics may be soft to the touch and allow
for freedom of movement with a generous dose of
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stretch, but these materials are nonetheless tough
enough to take on harsh winter conditions.
There is also an influx of innovation in the
insulation category. It is no longer an either/or
type situation — down is now treated for waterrepellency replicating synthetic fill and synthetics
have advanced to mimic the feel and compressability of down.
Today’s textiles play an important role not only in
apparel, but footwear, too. The companies profiled
on the following pages take advantage of the latest
performance fabrics to achieve superior fit and
function in an array of applications. Teflon fabric
protector elevates the functionality of Arborwear
garments, for instance, while OrthoLite foam
insole products provide exceptional comfort and
performance in categories ranging from casual
sandals to sturdy work boots.
What’s key to keep in mind when trying to
comprehend the complexity of modern fabrications
is that providing solutions to everyday experiences
is really what textile innovation is all about. If you
follow the function, you’ll arrive at the right product
for your customers. It’s as simple as that. l

Air Permeability: The porosity of a
fabric as estimated by the ease with which
air passes through it. Air permeability
measures the warmth of blankets, the air
resistance of parachute cloth, the wind
resistance of sailcloth, etc. as measured
on standard testing equipment.
Blends: Combining of two or more types
of staple fibers in one yarn to achieve
color mixtures such as heather, unusual
dyeing variations, or better performance
characteristics. Blends of natural and
man-made fibers are more important
today than ever before and their number is
virtually limitless.
Bodymapping: The strategic placement
of component materials in garment
design and construction to provide the
best possible movement and balance to
enhance stamina or reduce fatigue for the
wearer. Microclimate - The temperature
and humidity of the space between your
skin and the base layer of clothing.
Microclimate: The temperature and
humidity of the space between your skin
and the base layer of clothing.
Phase Change Materials: A
hydrophilic compound applied to a fiber or
fabric which results in superior breathability
and a moisture management system
within the fabric that helps to maintain a
comfortable body temperature when the
garment is worn.
(These, and other performance textile
definitions, are available at FabricLink.com.)
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Arborwear: Taking Dupont Teflon Fabric
Protector To New Heights
Arborwear apparel works as hard as the

tree care professionals who wear it, and it looks
good and feels good, too. But rock climbers,
ice climbers, hikers -- anyone who demands
top performance out of their gear -- also find
Arborwear up to the task, whether they’re looking
to scale a 20-foot sumac or a 20,000-foot summit.
About 10 percent of Arborwear’s collection is
treated with Teflon fabric protector to repel water
and resist grease, soil and other stains. These
garments not only perform in the field, but because
they are treated with a Teflon® finish they stay
cleaner longer, so they last longer, too.
“The sole purpose of our brand is honest,
hardworking clothing for whatever you demand,”
says Rob Paradise, VP of sales at Arborwear. “All
the features we incorporate into our product have a
purpose, to help you stay warm, more comfortable

and work longer. Teflon® is
not the lowest-cost finish
but because it is the best
and the best performing,
that is what we want on
our garments. That is at the
crux of everything we do.”
Before Arborwear, tree
Rob Paradise,
care
professionals had little
VP sales, Arborwear
choice other than canvas
work pants or high-end rock climbing pants to
meet their apparel needs. “Working in trees is
a very tough, demanding job,” Paradise says.
“A lot of our customers are working around
machinery, running chain saws, operating chip
machines. We took the idea of heavy-duty
fabrics and combined them with innovative
designs that are durable and easy to move in,

Specially
designed
crotch for
ease of
movement

Plenty
of pockets

and the first pair of pants was born.”
Arborwear today offers a full line of tops,
bottoms and outerwear for men and women
and has expanded beyond its niche in tree care
into functional apparel for outdoor enthusiasts.
It is sold through traditional brick-and-mortar
retailers, online and at Arborwear’s own retail
store, located at its Ohio headquarters. It also offers
uniform programs and embroidery options for
municipalities and larger companies.
Arborwear’s website claims its clothes are so
tough, “they don’t just hang in the closet, they do
chin-ups until you’re ready to wear them.” And
the Ascender pant may make you a believer. Made
from a four-way stretch nylon treated with Teflon
fabric protector, the Ascender features a specially
designed crotch for ease of movement, articulated
and reinforced knees and plenty of pockets. At
$179.95, they’re no bargain, but a top value. “If
people are going to spend money on them, we
want them to last,” Paradise says. “That includes
being able to wash them and keep them looking
professional, and Teflon fabric protector really
prolongs the appearance of the garment. Those
who wear them look professional and clean, and
not like they just rolled out of a grease pit.
“Everyone from tree climbers to rock climbers
to ice climbers to general hikers have fallen in
love with the Ascender because of its durability,
its light weight and easy mobility, and then
having that Teflon finish on it is the icing on
the cake,” he says. l

“Thanks to DuPont
Teflon Fabric Protector,
the Ascender sure can
take a licking!”
ON THE SHELF
DuPont Teflon® Fabric Protector
1. Repels water & resists grease, soil and
other stains
2. Does not impact the fabric’s weight, look,
feel, color or breathability
3. Fabric stays cleaner longer, so garments
last longer

Articulated and
reinforced knees

4. Durable
5. Dries quickly
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OrthoLite: Expanding Options
OrthoLite, makers of high recovery, ultra

thin, comfort insole foams, pioneered new territory in 2014. Building on the reputation the
company earned developing specialized insole formulations for the athletic shoe industry, OrthoLite
expanded its product lines, adding new formulations and applications based on the company’s
signature open-cell PU foam technology.
3D Skive

A popular new addition introduced in 2014 is
OrthoLite’s 3D Skive, a massaging insole that
has a soft, cushy feel. Massaging insoles are
traditionally hard to the touch, but OrthoLite
solved that problem with this product. 3D
Skive can be made from most OrthoLite foams,
except its very softest formulations, such as
Impressions, which is designed to mold to
the foot.
Pam Gelsomini, president of OrthoLite, says
3D Skive is gaining traction with footwear
brands. “It’s being used in sandals, in

lifestyle type products,
and basically in any
shoe where you want a
massaging product.”
3D Skive has the same
density as a traditional
massaging insole, with
peaks and valleys in the
cuts, “but has a much less
Pam GelsominI
President
aggressive massaging
sensation,” she says,
combined with the sensation of walking on air.
OrthoLite 360

OrthoLite breathable insoles have been so
well received by consumers, that a number of
brands have started using OrthoLite foams in
other parts of the shoe. This includes the upper,
the collar lining and the tongue.
“OrthoLite is a great product anywhere next
to the skin because the moisture management
properties and the cooler, drier, open cell

3D Skive
massaging
insole

structure create air flow,” says Gelsomini.
OrthoLite 360 is being used in athletic shoes
and can also work in a brown shoe or a work
boot. In addition, brands can mix or match
where the foams are used.
A New Strobel

Several brands have also begun using OrthoLite
as a strobel application. Traditionally, shoe makers
have used EVA or nonwoven materials for the
strobel, but several have just started using OrthoLite
foam in this location for extra cushioning.
“It’s the first time these brands have ever put
a technology like this into that part of the shoe,”
Gelsomini explains, adding that OrthoLite foams
offer a much higher foam recovery rate than EVA
products, which typically compress by 50 to 70
percent over time.
Eco Plush

This year OrthoLite also introduced a new green
foam insole. Called Eco Plush, 25% of this
product’s petroleum base is replaced with oil from
castor beans. OrthoLite has an existing eco foam
made from 11%, bio oil but Eco Plush takes their
green foam options to a new level without losing
the brand’s signature high recovery.
More On the Way

OrthoLite has recently opened new manufacturing
facilities in Vietnam and Indonesia. “We are setting
up where our brands are making shoes,” Gelsomini
says, “so they can benefit from ‘just in time’
deliveries and shorter lead times.”
Overall, OrthoLite continues to expand.
OrthoLite also introduced two new scented
formulations, which the company expects to see in
brands in 2015.
The new products, plus existing ones, make it
easy for brands to tell an exciting, customized story
about their products, says Gelsomini. The result is
consumer loyalty and repeat sales for brands. l

PRODUCT POINTS OF INTEREST
1. Antimicrobial control.
2. Breathable foam materials that
promote air flow.
3. Open cell foam structure that releases
moisture after wear.
4. Exceptional comfort cushioning.
5. 95% foam cushion recovery, even after
years of wear.
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The Layering System: Then and Now

Hillary and Evans: the hipsters of yesteryear wear flannel shirts, fishnet underwear and suspenders.
Put a credit card in their pocket and these two would fit into the Boulder scene perfectly.

R
The Dachstein boiled wool sweater
was once the definition of alpine cool.

Patagonia body maps the
technical midlayer.

Fishnet underwear
from the same company that supplied
the Brits Hillary and
Evans in ‘53. Simple,
effective and sexy.
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emember the
‘Layering
System,’ that
old mantra
from outdoor
shops in the
’80s and ’90s? The industry taught
an entire generation of alpine
enthusiasts how to dress properly
in an easy 1-2-3 formula. It wasn’t
really revolutionary; the world was
already divided into underwear,
sweaters and jackets, but the idea of
a system provided the handle to talk
to customers about what they used
and preferred, and allowed retailers
to introduce dramatically better
performing fabrics to those customers
still in cotton waffle underwear.
Designs no longer fit as neatly
into that baselayer – midlayer – shell
system. Somewhere along the way
stretch undies became outerwear and
insulated garments went back to being
shells. Today’s combination of design,
fabric and purpose has expanded far
beyond the simple mix of yesteryear.
This year specialty outdoor retailers
would be well served by asking
their more mature customers if they
still rely on a traditional layering
system, and then use that opening to
explain what the newest generation of
materials offer.

Baselayer Update
Old School Layering was all about
polyester or polypropylene fabrics
and wicking treatments of some sort.
The idea was that the moisture would
be spread across the fabric and you’d
dry out using your own body heat.
What we ended up with was sad,
fuzzy, stinky underwear.
Baselayer New School is a
showcase of bodymapping; i.e., a
combination of fabrics and weights
that are in concert with the body’s
natural preferences. Today’s
underwear uses directional moisture
management; moving sweat away
from the skin and taking its thermal
nightmare characteristics with it,
or, localizing the moisture and
controlling the evaporation, as in the
case of micro Merino fishnet fabrics
used by Arctic explorers. Modern
baselayer garments show intent by
supporting the activity of the user.
The added complexity allows for
more differentiation and identification
that feeds the design/fashion/media
cycle. Underwear has become our
primary garment.
Midlayer Update
Old School Layering was ‘Polar
Fleece.’ Fleece came in a million
different versions and weights and

colors, some of it great, most of it
really bad. America was nearing the
end of the wool sweater era and the
polyester bunting version was a nice
substitute for the cultural icon being
given up. Technical fleece garments
changed everything and opened the
industry’s door to sportswear.
Midlayer New School is about
physiological efficiency and comfort.
New materials have opened up the
way for designers to make vapor
permeable midlayers that are lighter
and more efficient than before as well
as smooth face fleece garments that
act like the sweatshirts we wear today
instead of those old fashion sweaters
and cardigans.
Outer Layer Update
Old School Shells consisted of a
simple kneeling at the altar of W.L.
Gore. Waterproof breathable was
actually not much of either, but it
was light-years ahead of what came
before. Specialty outdoor retail loved
the idea that the layering system
ended with one universal fabric; no
argument there, just pick your brand,
color and size and it went out the
door.
Shells New School are usually
defined by what they aren’t, i.e.
hard. When soft shells with all their
considerable comfort arrived on the
scene, the first question people used
to ask was, “What layer do I get rid
of to use this?” Now they question
why they need anything except
softshell garments, and maybe a rain
jacket. Even on the more traditional
waterproof – breathable side there
has been considerable change; I don’t
know a single mountain enthusiast
who has used a new microporous
shell and gone back to the old ways.
Permeability is King.
My kids are my fashion
weathervane. They tell me that the
old school layering garments they’re
wearing get picked up on by the local
hipsters who pester them about where
they bought them. Boiled wool and
60/40’s will rise again.
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Base
Best
Base layers are no longer hidden under
sweaters and fleece. New fabrics, colors,
patterns and style points are turning base
layers into winter lifestyle apparel.

Style, Color
and Design
Bring Base
Layers More
Attention.
By Lou Dzierzak

We are absolutely seeing that [lifestyle] trend.
That makes the market exciting because base
layers are such a key part of dressing for an
activity. Consumers are using them as stand
alone pieces as well as base layers. We want
to bring products to market that people are excited to wear,
look good and also offer technical benefits,” says Katie Gould
Swenson, sales and marketing manager, Craft Sportswear
North America.
“The lowly ‘long underwear’ has gone mainstream. Active
outdoor enthusiasts have always been aware of the benefits
of layering using base layers, a midlayer or two, and an outer
layer depending on the type of activity. Casual recreationist
and lifestyle users are seeing the benefits as well,” says Keith
Patterson, VP-sales and marketing, Bergans USA.
Once offered in white, gray or black, the latest base layers
offer incredible color palettes. “Black will always be the
number one color choice for Base, but that gap is getting
smaller and smaller each season. It’s allowed us to really
push the envelope in regards to adding brighter colors, color
blocking, prints, etc. It’s also made us completely reevaluate
our approach to traditional base layer branding,” says James
Fisher, VP-product, Ibex Outdoor Clothing.
A Variety of Colors
“Although black and white colors dominate the base layer
market, current trends now are looks with a splash of color,
whether it is bright solid such as purples, teals, cobalt blues,
golds, reds, all with contorting trim. Color block design, prints
and lots of patterns are popular trends as well,” says Peggy
Denomme, VP-marketing, ColdPruf.
As outdoor enthusiasts have “uncovered” base layers,
product designers are paying more attention to style points
and construction details.
“The evolution of base layers has allowed us to have a
lot more fun for sure, but it’s also making us that much
more conscious to every detail. These layers are no longer
hidden (for that matter they are no longer relegated to
athletic activities, and many of us are now wearing layers
daily) so we must treat them with the same attention to
detail as any of our pieces. Base must perform, but it must
also look good either as a layering piece or as a stand alone
for après,” says Fisher.
Creative designs are allowing wearers to don base layers
as a single layer, rather than wearing them underneath other

Craft Active Comfort Roundneck
Longsleeve.
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clothing. “Trends are looking toward more stylized designs —
tops offer longer body and sleeves for a more comfortable fit
without being constricting. These features encourage wearers
to see the updated looks as functional cold weather active
wear as well as stylish winter casual wear,” says Denomme.
“With our three weights there is more opportunity to fine
tune your base layer choice based on your activity, style and
your thermo-output. We are finding more people wearing
them as a stand alone piece so we focused on color in our
design process,” says Jon Howard, North American marketing
manager, super.natural. “Our colors are based on the deep,
rich tones of nature and are punctuated by new seasonal
technical colors which offer an intense, rich look creating
more depth than the typical base layer of years past.”
While there’s no question women pay more attention to
color and fashion, base layer brands are also seeing more
discerning purchasing behavior from men.
“Women are always excited about color and design but
colors for men are also doing very well. Men are definitely
stepping up to color and patterns,” says Swenson.
“Women want stylish tops and bottoms as they tend to
wear base layer sets as casual outerwear. Men tend to want
more stylish tops as they are less apt to wear legging-type
clothing as casual outer wear,” says Denomme.
“Both genders are certainly interested in style to a certain
degree, and that can even be broken down further by age
demographic. Both genders want a base layer that looks
good, but ultimately one that performs. We have seen the
younger demographic more interested in a stylized piece
whereas the older generation seem to gravitate more
towards traditional coloring and features,” says Craig Sexton,
marketing and assistant sales manager, Minus33.
Fabric Options
Patterson notes, “Women tend to be more conscious of
colors. Black and navy are still the best sellers for us for men.
However, men do want to look good, too, and we are starting
to see an uptick in sales of some of the other color options we
sell, especially in tops, since that’s the piece that tends to be
seen more as layers are stripped off when things heat up.”
Fundamentally, base layers come in two forms — wool
and synthetic. Both materials offer specific benefits and
attract committed audiences. The appeals, however, resonate
different with Baby Boomers, Gen Xers and Millennials.
“I’d say at this point, the message has finally gotten out
there across virtually all generations. Don’t get me wrong, we
still have a wide open lane for growth, but at this point I’d
say the ‘grandfather’s wool’ stereotype has finally just about

Key Trends
1

Consumers love color.
Base layers are not just black and gray anymore

2

Garments are not hidden under layers.
Base layers are being worn as stand-alone pieces
as much as just underwear.

3

Wool has arrived.
Merino garments are taking off.
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been put to bed. We’re able to do things with Merino that so Icebreaker Zone
One Sheep Suit,
outperform synthetics it’s not even fair,” says Fisher.
“Wool is starting to transition to a younger demographic. MSRP $200.
A higher starting price point can be the only setback for
some younger buyers,” says Howard. Super.natural’s
fusion of wool and synthetic fibers is priced lower
than 100 percent wool, which helps the brand sell to
a younger audience who might not have the budget
to afford 100 percent wool, according to Howard.
“Add in our superior durability and wicking, plus
array of colors, and we see more Gen Xers and
Millennials coming our way,” he notes.
Overcoming Obstacles
Wool as a technical garment is starting to gain
momentum, especially in the United States,
says Sexton. “The older generations
seem to have adopted wool a little faster
than the younger generation, but the
Millennials are catching up.”
Despite significant improvements
in technical wool, old perceptions
still need to be addressed. “There
will always be users that will resist
technical wool and will cite reasons
such as it being itchy, allergic
reactions or too warm. Technical wool
is none of those misconceptions and
a little education sways some of the
hold outs, the others aren’t going to
change their minds,” says Denomme.
The biggest obstacle is getting
someone to try a wool garment.
“People still think of wool as itchy
and scratchy, like a sweater your
grandmother gave you, but that just
isn’t the case anymore. Merino wool
is a natural fiber, extremely soft, and
provides many, if not more, of the
same performance features athletes
look for in their current synthetic base
layers,” says Sexton.
“We find that once people use the [wool]
product they are hooked. So cost again may be
a block for some, but what people realize is that
they will use our products for such a wide variety
of activities that it’s well worth the investment.
With less washing needed and the ability to
temperature regulate in varied conditions you
get a garment the works and last for along time,
“ says Kurt Foster, senior global merchandiser,
Icebreaker.
Polarmax will be introducing two new lines
of Montana Wool for 2015: A lightweight 1.0 100
percent Merino wool base layer (135g), and a new
relaxed fit 2.0 Mid-weight 50 / 50 merino wool and
acclimate dry polyester blend (220g). Both lines are
made from natural wool that is sourced within the
USA from Montana sheep.
“There is a strong demand right now for high
quality wool base layer in both the Winter Sports and
Outdoor Categories,” says Keith Myers, Polarmax
director of sales. “We are really excited to be able
to offer two wool collections that are sourced and
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CW-X Insulator TraXter
Tights, MSRP $70.

Opedix DUAL-Tec 2.0 3/4
Tights, MSRP $225.

Coldpruf Youth Quest
base layer bottom,
MSRP $19.

Super.natural Strata
pant, MSRP $100.

Super.natural men’s NRG top,
MSRP $90.

Coldpruf Youth Quest base layer
top, MSRP $19.

Polarmax Wool 2.0 mid-weight
long sleeve top

Minus 33 Acadian Men’s Lightweight
Boxer Brief, MSRP $34.99–$44.99.
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Minus 33 Isolation Men’s Midweight
1/4 Zip, MSRP $69.99–$89.99.

Bergans of Norway Akeleie Base
Layer Half Zip Top, MSRP $75.

Shock Doctor SVR Recovery
Compression Long Sleeve Shirt

Ibex Men’s Woolies 2,
MSRP $110.

Made in the USA, and that are designed to meet the
needs of these winter sports and outdoor consumers.
And, our color story is spot on for the markets we
serve.”
The Montana Wool lines are moisture-wicking and
contain Acclimate Fresh antimicrobial to help kill odorcausing bacteria. Both lines are also made from 18.5
micron yarn for a comfortable fit.
“There are people who are definitely in the wool
camp or synthetic camp. They are looking to both for
certain activities. It makes it more interesting because
people are looking for both types of products,” says
Swenson. “Buyers now will have their brands that they
go to for wool and brands they go to for synthetic. The
market is demanding a need for both.”
In addition to selecting base layers based on materials,
outdoor enthusiasts are also looking for pieces that
match specific activities like skiing or winter running.
“Currently, the lifestyle segment for base layer sales
seems to be driving sales more than in the past.
However, the combined active outdoor population still
shapes design and drives sales through their technical
demands and outdoor pursuits,” says Denomme.
Function and Feel
Brands still see a lot of business in winter based
around winter sports and winter temperatures. “We
have a lot of fans in the winter running category as well
because of the weight to warmth ratio,” says Foster.
“You can wear less and keep warm while being active.
In terms of lifestyle we know that people are wearing
our products everyday at work and during travel. We
also see growth coming in categories such as run when
we build items specifically for that activity and with the
features needed.”
Outdoor enthusiasts purchase base layers not just
based on their technical aspects but also based on
their feel. “Nobody wants to buy a product that doesn’t
work,” says Sexton. “But you also don’t want to buy a
product based solely on the look and feel as well. That
is why Merino wool base layers and technical garments
are starting to really take off. They provide the technical
aspect and comfort that people are looking for.”
Offering layers in different weights allows consumers
to match base layers to activities, seasons and level
of exertion. “People are buying weights based on the
season or the weather rather than the activity,” says
Patterson. “For skiing and winter running, people use
a heavier weight than for spring or fall camping where
they need a lighter weight. For backcountry skiing
and it’s -7 and you’re going to need a mid weight. For
backcountry skiing in the 30’s and your going to need a
lightweight. Base layer choice tends to be more weather
specific.”
Like technical outerwear, base layers are being
designed with specific uses or climates in mind. “It is
common for the average outdoor enthusiast to have
several different base layer pieces; expedition weight
for extreme cold, mid-weight for everyday use and silk
weight for warmer winter days or cooler summer days,”
says Denomme.
“We find that people want the varied weights for
optimizing their options when being active or traveling
for example. We have a long history of a weight system
of layers that is intuitive for the customer in terms of
use,” says Foster. l
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©2014 CW-X. CW-X is a Wacoal Corp. registered trademark.

ENDURANCE
IT AIN’T BOWLING.
DRESS APPROPRIATELY.

CW-X® Endurance
Generator Tights
• Patented built-in Targeted Support Web™
for optimal muscle and joint support
• Kinesiology taping technology
protects joints and muscles stressed
by endurance sports
• New EXO-Stretch™ fabric with
moisture wicking, UV protection
and dynamic 4-way stretch support
• Yellow and orange stitching for pizzazz
GENERATOR WEB FOR MUSCLE + JOINT SUPPORT

WOMEN’S TIGHT

Endurance Engineered.
cw-x.com

Apparel

Voormi AN/FO 3.0
Concept Jacket.
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Redefining and Evolving the Apparel Market

Outerwear
Innovations
In 1984, Jeff Lowe and Schoeller introduced the first
softshell. It was a weather-resistant knit air permeable jacket and an alternative to fleece and waterproof
breathable laminates such as Gore-Tex – introduced in
1978 – that use synthetic face and back fabrics glued
to a membrane sandwiched in the middle.
By Berne Broudy

S

tart-up Voormi says it’s time for change and that its new Core
Construction approach to outerwear will redefine softshell,
and give traditional laminate construction a run for its money.
Core Construction uses a laminate, but Voormi knits right
through it, using any fiber, natural or synthetic. Because
it’s knitting not gluing, the end product has softshell level
protection but it feels like a sweater or fleece.
“Think about Core Construction as a completely new category of ‘weather
protective thermal layers,’ delivering true mid-layer comfort with enhanced
wind/water protection,” says Timm Smith, formerly of Gore-Tex, now
Voormi director of marketing. The company’s technique, which it plans
to license, can be used with any face and
back fabric, synthetic or natural. And,
Voormi is achieving some notable results
in water column tests.
“We see Core Construction as a reset
button on what’s possible in the world
of performance composites,” says Smith.
“If you consider the universe of yarns,
membranes and construction variations
that can form the basic building blocks
of a Core Constructed package, the
permutations are endless. Like lamination in the early ’80s, this is a platform
for decades of innovation in and beyond apparel.”
Core Construction lets Voormi fine tune water resistance and airflow for
softshell-like weather protection and breathability. “But we can also shut
down air permeability while shutting down water column,” says Smith. For
F15, the company is introducing three Voormi-branded jackets using Core
Construction.
Voormi isn’t the only one headlining innovation this season. Insulation is
evolving exponentially.

Insulated
outerwear is
finally going
to be as stink
resistant as
base layer.

The Next Frontier
In 2012, Polartec introduced Alpha, a breathable, synthetic insulation for
high output and start-stop activities. Last fall, Patagonia’s introduced its own
version, Nano Air, which, like Alpha has the comfort and breathability of open
fleece with puffy-like protection and warmth when you’re standing still. And,
like Alpha, it’s warm-when-wet.
This month, PrimaLoft is introducing its version of trailhead to summit
insulation, which it’s calling “the new softshell.” Silver Insulation Active is
migration-resistant, ultra breathable and designed for comfort during intense
activity. L.L. Bean, Lands’ End, Marmot, Roots and Under Armour will use it in
Fall 2015.
outdoorinsightmag.com

The North Face Desolation Hybrid Jacket
features PrimaLoft Silver insulation.

That’s the second big introduction for
PrimaLoft in the past year. This fall, brands
including Dynafit, Helly Hansen, Black
Diamond, Sherpa Adventure Gear and Adidas
launched jackets with PrimaLoft Gold and
Silver Down Blends. PrimaLoft’s blends aren’t
the first down/synthetic blends, but they are
the first that combines down and synthetic
so intimately they can’t be separated, and
they’re nearly impossible to distinguish even
with a microscope. PrimaLoft threads prop
down tendrils open, which helps them dry
significantly faster, and also keeps the blend
warm when wet.
Down synthetic blends and a snowstorm
of hydrophobic down made Nikwax take
a look at its aftercare formulas and go back to the drawing board.
Nikwax, which is debuting its own hydrophobic down this spring
with Rab, has reformulated its Down Wash, available summer 2015,
to maintain and restore the water resistant qualities of all down
including water-resistant down, while maintaining down’s fill power
and insulation. Nikwax’s current down wash maintains but does not
restore down’s natural oils. “We saw opportunities to provide a PFCfree hydrophobic down treatment and in that process found ways to
optimize our aftercare solutions,” says Rick Meade, president, Nikwax
North America.
Insulated outerwear is finally going to be as stink resistant as base
layer. Bluesign approved anti-odor Polygiene, which was originally
an antimicrobial for bandages, will be in Noronna’s Alpha Jacket, in
LaSportiva’s winter insulating pieces including the hybrid puffy Dalilah
Jacket, and in POC’s winter gloves and mitts, including its Wrist Freeride
Glove.
Unique Constructions & Eco Efforts
Gore-Tex’s latest and greatest innovation is a new backer circular knit
from extremely fine nylon yarns. The stretchy backer, called C-Knit, uses
a new lamination process that Gore says is “specifically engineered to
complement softshell construction.” The backer helps prevents the shell
from getting hung up on other layers when you slide it on. C-Knit pairs
with smooth or textured nylon face fabrics, from thin and lightweight
to more robust fabrics. It’s targeted to “hikers, trekkers, skiers and
snowboarders looking for versatility and comfort,” according to GoreTex. Look for it in Fall 2015 apparel from Arc’teryx, Armada, Berghaus,
Burton, Dynafit, Eider, Mammut, Marmot, Millet, OR, Patagonia, Salewa,
The North Face, Volcom and more.
Down traceability is also in the spotlight. And Allied Feather and
Down has developed a way to tag a down cluster with a marker
detectable through a finished garment, without effecting the down’s
quality or loft.
”There are many cases where the down intended for a particular
garment has somehow been substituted — either through accident or
more nefarious means,” says Matthew Betcher, Allied Feather and Down
creative director. “This newest down verification technology, allows
detection at extremely precise levels. When a consumer is making the
decision to purchase a certified responsibly-sourced and fully traceable
down, this technology virtually guarantees the levels of traceability they
are expecting in their product.”
Most consumers don’t realize that DWRs, durable water repellents,
used to make water bead up and roll off your hardshell or softshell, are
made with flurocarbons. Schoeller’s ecorepel DWR, a fluorocarbon-free,
bluesign approved and Greenpeace recommended alternative, is gaining
traction after its introduction a couple of years ago. Paraffin-based, it’s
the first harm-free DWR that beads water as well as the toxic stuff. It
won’t wear off from washing or abrasion. And while it can’t repel oil, just
outdoorinsightmag.com

dirt and H20, it does so permanently. Look for it in
Land’s End, Peak Performance and Depactus apparel.
Schoeller is also introducing a refined application
of phase change materials at Outdoor Retailer
Winter Market and ISPO this season. New WarmIt,
BalanceIt and CoolIt materials are set for specific
temperature ranges and with specific quantities of
PCM to dial in comfort for a range of fabrics and
applications.
“You can actually feel the cool or warm effect
when you first touch the fabric,” says Shannon
Walton, PR and marketing for Schoeller. “It is ideal
for activity; it’s not going to keep you cooler or
warmer sitting at your desk,” says Walton. “But,
when you’re moving, such as skiing, walking, biking,
you’ll feel the difference.”
We’re looking forward to where brands will take all of this new tech. In
July, Black Diamond sold Gregory Packs to focus its business on apparel.
This month the company is launching its ski line using several of the
technologies mentioned above. Dynafit has also upped it apparel game. Its
Spring 2015 collection is one of the cleanest and most compelling we’ve
seen, focused on simple, light and fast, and versatile, with all the features
you need, and nothing extra. We expect its Winter 2015 collection to be just
as good. l

THE ONLY
THING FALLING
WILL BE SNOW.
stabilgear.com

THE NEW
STABILICERS
RUN
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APPAREL

“I view a design
as art. You design a
product for the pure sake
of design—whether
it sells or not, that
is secondary.”

Trendsetting Design

Alan Yiu, founder,
Westcomb

Westcomb Makes a Case for High Tech Outerwear Made in Canada.
With its mountainous terrain and chilly climate, Canada is synonymous with anything and everything snowrelated. Add in a family contract manufacturing business and a love for product development and there you
have outerwear’s greatest equation. Alan Yiu’s brand Westcomb is blazing the trail with functional pieces for
play that employ a variety of versatile textiles. Here, Yiu answers a few questions. By Suzanne Blecher.

Westcomb Founder
Alan Yiu

How did you get involved in apparel?
My father is a patternmaker by
trade. He went to London College
of Fashion and majored in costume
design. He started his own facility
in 1982 and his big break was doing
the Expo 86 (celebrating Vancouver’s
centennial) uniforms. Later he did
fleece for Arc’teryx and brought on
retailer MEC. At one time there was a
lot of high-end quality needlework that
started in Vancouver — Lululemon,
MEC, Arc’teryx, Sugoi. When I joined
the business in 2000, my first role
at the company was to do sales. I
found it very difficult to bring in new
customers who already were satisfied with their current suppliers, so I
would do my own R&D for materials.
I would create a product in house
and pitch it to customers.
How did you get into the design side
of things? By creating the samples?
Yes, exactly that. I don’t use the
word design; I use the words product development. When I create
a product, the ultimate goal
is to sell it. I view a design as
art. You design a product for
the pure sake of design —
whether it sells or not,
that is secondary. If retail
says “we won’t buy it
because the pocket
placement doesn’t
work,” we’ll make it
work. In my opinion, a
true designer will say
“I like it where it is,
don’t touch it.”

Westcomb Apoc Jacket
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What outdoor activities do you like?
I’m a snowboarder. I hike and
I camp, but by no
means am I a hardcore enthusiast.

If you are not out riding, then where
do you get your ideas for what the
outdoor community?
Our market is a functional market.
The body only moves certain ways,
not according to fashion or seasons.
The movements I use hiking or climbing and the attention to articulation
in the knees or crotch gussets, those
won’t change and I am fortunate that
they don’t, because you are right, if
I’m not out there myself, it is going to
require a lot of manpower for people
to download that information to me.
Our number one shell jacket for the
last five years is our Apoc jacket.
Some may say it is our number one
piece so don’t modify it too much. If
I don’t change it, that means I have
to add another style.
Where do you garner inspiration?
I love looking at architecture
and automotive for colors. I like
the fashion industry for new treatments, labels or zipper pulls and
logos. Little parts make a big
difference and sell the product.
Consumers want new.
How will you update the Apoc jacket for Fall 2015?
The Apoc is known as our all
around mountain jacket so it is fullfeatured with three large pockets: a
hand pocket, a chest pocket and a
bicep pocket. So I stepped back and
asked myself how I could improve
it. Some of the feedback I’ve been
getting is what if there was a wind
skirt on the inside to cinch and
prevent a draft from coming upward
at the hem? So we have added that.
Another thing I added is bellowed
pockets. There is a fabric update
to a heavier Polartec NeoShell. In
terms of breathability, NeoShell
outperforms the next best in class by
two-and-a-half times.

What else is new for Fall 2015?
We have our Subzero Collection
with PrimaLoft Down Blend. Right
now our Mission Parka has a Schoeller
nylon canvas face with NanoSphere
treatment. We will have two new
styles with the same canvas, but
with a membrane on the inside. For
heavyweight parkas, most people
don’t need waterproofing, but the
last thing you need is a gust of wind
coming through the piece. So with
the Northern Parka and Mont Parka,
they feature a Schoeller membrane
so that the garments are 100 percent
windproof.
Is there a certain textile
you would like to work with?
I would personally like to find a
way to work more with cotton. I came
across this 100 percent cotton weave
from Europe and it’s woven so tight
that it can repel at least 1000mm of
water. That is interesting to me, but I
haven’t really investigated because I
don’t have a spot in my collection for
it. People do ask me for a heavyweight
hard shell. It’s funny because in our
market, it’s all about being light and
fast and can we pack it and compress
it. I am also trying to develop a
collection for spring and summer.
What are your goals in the next
five years?
My goal is to eventually become a
must-have brand. If I am not there in
five years, then we are doing something wrong. I want to be a brand in
demand for innovation, workmanship and what we stand for. So if
you are concerned about overheating, worried about getting cold
from sweat or your kit not being
the lightest weight or most compressible, then I like to say you will
benefit from our product. Our product will enhance your adventure. l
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June 29 - July 1, 2015
Navy Pier & W Chicago Lakeshore
Join us in Chicago for the business-to-business conference and
trade show designed to focus retailers and brands on the most
powerful consumer in the market place.

Conference Presentations

Networking

Trade Show

Scheduled to Appear at the 2015 Event
Unconventional Strategies and
Tactics for Today’s Business Climate

Capture the Mindshare and the
Market Share will Follow

Erika Napoletano, is a branding expert who
happens to be an ACE and NASM-certified
personal trainer and group fitness instructor.

Libby Gill shares techniques from her latest book.
Every participant will receive immediately applicable
takeaways to:
• Identify the authentic value that makes you stand out.
• Powerfully articulate your unique value proposition.
• Master the art of emotional connection to create deep
and lasting customer relationships.

She is the founder of unstuck.LIFE, a
destination for restless brands and the
people brave enough to lead them. And if
you’ve ever felt stuck, well, Erika’s the one
you call to get unstuck and over all the
annoying things that keep you and your
business from being awesome. Erika is also
the award-winning, twice-published author,
including “The Power of Unpopular.”

Erika Napoletano

Libby is the former head of communications
for Sony, Universal, and Turner Broadcasting.
Libby Gill

She is now CEO of her own consulting firm where
clients include AMC Networks, Disney-ABC, GoDaddy,
Intel, Kellogg’s, Microsoft, PayPal, Royal Caribbean
Cruise Lines, Safeway, Wells Fargo, and many more.

The Running & Fitness Event For Women is proud to host...
IRRA Apparel Summit

She Runs Retail Summer Meeting

Running The Next Generation

Presented by

Presented by

Presented by

For exhibitor and sponsor information, contact Beth Gordon, VP and Show Director: 949-293-1378, bgordon@formula4media.com
For retail information, contact Mark Sullivan: 646-319-7878, msullivan@formula4media.com
Updates on 2015 speakers and trade show happenings: therunningandfitnesseventforwomen.com
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A Meaningful Niche
By Lou Dzierzak

A
Located in the Pacific
Northwest, Backcountry
Essentials has
established a strong
reputation in “winter
season” expertise, and
also serves climbers,
paddlers and hikers.

fter spending a decade as a mental health
counselor, Chris Gerston needed a change.
Pondering career alternatives with his wife,
Erica, and friends, Gerston decided to open
an outdoor specialty shop specializing in
backcountry skiing and climbing.
“I was burned out. My wife was pregnant and didn’t see a future
with her job,” says Gerston, now the owner of Backcountry
Essentials, an outdoor store in Bellingham, WA. “After talking
with friends about the business opportunity and retail lifestyle,
we said, ‘Let’s give it a go’.”
Backcountry Essentials offers a mix of new and used gear and
has earned a reputation in Bellingham for expertise in technical
backcountry skiing, climbing and backpacking. Gerston buys
used gear from local customers and adds manufacturers’
closeouts and samples. “Used gear attracts a steady stream of
people through the door,” says Gerston. “Used gear has been a
very consistent business for us. We buy outright from people
and don’t use a commission approach.”
Located in the Pacific Northwest, the store has a customer
base where “everyone looks like they could turn around at any
given point in their day and start an outdoor adventure,” says
Gerston. “We see the main growth of recreation in bouldering
(climbing shoes), backcountry skiing (AT or Alpine boots with
a walk mode and tech and frame AT bindings), light and durable
and quick backpacking and car camping trips, and outdoor
lifestyle as a fashion statement.”
As the operator of a single specialty shop, Gerston has finetuned a niche strategy in order to battle his larger competitors
in the retail world. “We have an REI in town. They offer
everything. We are 3000-square feet and they are at least 15,000.
Our niche in town is to be seen as a more technical store. We
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spend a lot of time training our staff. We don’t use part time
or seasonal staff. We want people to stick around as long as
possible,” notes Gerston.
As several other small retailers in his vicinity have closed or
reduced their product lines, Gerston stepped in. “Two of our
biggest competitors on the ski side got out of the business,”
he explains. “We had this opportunity to be the a niche backcountry ski shop. We have expanded our product selection
to become a full service ski shop offering cross-country ski,
alpine and backcountry gear
Used gear has
and equipment. We want to
been a very
focus on what we can be the
consistent
best at. We’ve taken a very strabusiness for us. tegic approach to serving the
We buy outright ski enthusiasts in this area.”
To accomplish that objecfrom people
tive,
Gerston hired experience
and don’t use
full-time
staff, purchased ski
a commission
machines
to service skis and
approach.
brought in new boot fitting
technologies to provide faster more technical boot fitting.
“We’ve groomed a reputation to be technically and community
minded. How can we compete with a big-box store that has
five-times our square footage and carries so many jackets in
so many colors? We knew we would be competing with much
larger stores. Our product selection was going to be finelytuned and essential.”
Rental and demo ski services also differentiate Backcountry
Essentials. Gerston expanded the demo and rental product line
to include skis for kids. While offering season rental packages
for kids, Backcountry Essentials takes a different approach
for adult rentals. “We’ve maintained our high end status and
invested in quality demo skis with the idea that demos will
help us sell our inline skis,” notes Gerston.

Store : Backcountry Es

sentials

Location: Bellingham,
Backcountry Essentials’ season pass allows customers to
try a variety of different boots, skis and bindings over the
course of a season. “Demos are a great way to show people
new equipment. After the demo experience they are walking
out the door with their own equipment,” says Gerston.
Located in an area filled with outdoor enthusiasts,
Backcountry Essentials’ customer base is diverse. “Our
customers are outdoorsy. We see everything from a mom who
is looking for something to stay warm and dry on the soccer
field to people who are going to ski or a bouldering gym,”
says Gerston. “We don’t divide customers by age. There’s a
huge range. We see high schoolers looking for climbing shoes,
college students who want to try backpacking and retired
people are getting out themselves or buying equipment for
their families. Overall, there’s a bell curve from 18-to-65. By far
our largest customer group is the 35-to-40-year old.
Backcountry Essentials’ marketing and advertising
campaigns acknowledges that generational spread.
“Although I’d like to say that we are that sophisticated both
in our buying and marketing, I think an outside observer
would say we look to have presented ourselves more as
local, knowledgeable, friendly experts to all the generations
rather than by targeting different generations,” he says.
“We do target our buys for different age customers to some
degree with certain brands and products but not so much
by the labels of the generation, but older people seem to
be more conservative in colors, for example, than younger
consumers. With marketing we do try to think about the
right message via the right media to a certain population,
but our messages always has the backbone of presenting our
expertise, or else some sort of hedonistic enjoyment of the
outdoor lifestyle.”
Gerston used a mix of social media tools and direct marketing
to maintain relationships with current customers as well

WA

as introduce the store to new audiences. “Social media has
been more of a factor in our marketing strategy over the past
several years than more traditional forms of marketing. Social
media is what helps us inform customers about events and
keep them thinking that we’re cool,” says Gerston. “As we seek
new customers, we are currently increasing our traditional
marketing avenues with direct mail, the local weekly, and local
radio to supplement our social media.
Backcountry Essentials distributes a catalog that includes a
ski atlas for local backcountry
We kicked
and ski areas. “The catalog is
our paddling
relevant to both our inbounds
business off by
and touring customers and
bringing in beer. potential customers,” notes
Gerston. “We have had older
Beer continues
to be part of our competitors close up shop
so we are hoping to reroute
persona and is
some shopping patterns as
another niche
part of our store. people search for where they
want to go next. I think most
people still prefer brick and mortar, but push come to shove
some are price driven unless they recognize that some things
like ski boots and cli`mbing shoes still need to be explored
in a store.”
While establishing a strong reputation for winter season
expertise, Backcountry Essentials shifts gears to offer the
similar level of service to climbers, backpackers and paddlers.
And when Backcountry Essentials added paddling to the
store’s product mix, it got creative in order to attract attention.
Installing a cooler with a wide variety of local craft beers did
the trick. “We kicked our paddling business off by bringing in
beer,” says Gerston. “People seem to appreciate the selection.
Beer continues to be part of our persona and is another niche
part of our store.” l
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#Say What?
Retailers Tell Us What They Think of Social Media Marketing.

We checked
in with several
outdoor retailers
across the
country to ask
how social
media has
influenced the
way they market
to consumers.
Here’s what they
had to say.

Brent Troncalli, owner, Outside
World, Dawsonville, GA
“Social media works for a small
percentage of people. For social media
that audience wants to participate.
They want to be part of your family.
They may be a valued customer
since they may be in your store
more often. It’s harder now to reach
people farther away then you could
in the past. A newspaper ad could
reach everyone in my community.
Now, very few people are reading
newspapers. We’ve been trying to
think about how to reach people
who aren’t our core customers.”
Kevin Rosenberg, owner, Gear to Go
Outfitters, Brooklyn, NY
“We use Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and Instagram. It definitely
helps, but none of that is free
anymore. If you don’t spend money
on Facebook ads, no one will ever
see your posts. We have over 2000
followers on Facebook and if we
just posted something maybe 70
people will see it, but if we spend
some money, thousands of people
will see it. For all the people who
signed up to see our posts, they
won’t see them unless we are
paying Facebook.
“You have to be active on social
and have a presence. That shows
you are up to date and paying
attention, but I don’t think those
tools are as effective as people think
they are without spending money.”
Phil Leeds, owner, Skinny Skis,
Jackson, WY
“Social media has provided us the
opportunity to communicate our
messages quickly, accurately and
relatively inexpensively.”
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Mike Massey, owner, Massey’s
Outfitters, New Orleans, LA
“When we use social media we
target the digital demographic, people
that get most of their information
from online platforms. We focus on
the local area and research what
people are looking for. That type of
marketing is extremely sophisticated
and cost effective. Social media is
much more powerful than running
print ads.”
Darren Bush, owner, Rutabaga
Paddlesports, Madison, WI
“Social media is not as effective
as people think it is. Especially with
Facebook, they have ramped it up if
you want to post you have to pay.
We used Google words when that
process was cheap. Now that’s
changed. I try to use the web to
communicate with my customers
and use that as an extension of the
store. If people find us on search
engines that’s fine.”
David Gracie, owner, Wild River
Outfitters, Virginia Beach, VA
“Social media allows us to respond
to trends in the industry more
quickly as well as let our customers
know what is going on in our store.
We try to foster a sense of local
community for our customers and
letting them know what we have
going on through social media
further bolsters our position as a
responsive local presence. The trick
for us is making it genuine. Along
with callouts for sales and products
we like to make sure we share some
of our personal reality as well. Our
most engaging content usually
comes from a dog photo or a staff
outing photo album.”

Chris Gerston, owner, Backcountry
Essentials, Bellingham WA
“Social media has been more of
a factor in our marketing strategy
over the past several years than
more traditional forms of marketing.
Maybe that was because we were
a startup (eight years now) and it
seemed to produce steady feedback
that our message was being heard.
As we seek new customers, we are
currently increasing our traditional
marketing avenues with direct mail,
the local weekly, and local radio to
supplement our social media. And the
social media is what helps us inform
customers about events and keep
them thinking that we’re cool.”
Chris Groom, CEO, Mountain High
Outfitters, Birmingham, AL
“Social media is a complement
to retail today, but also a very time
consuming piece to the overall puzzle.
Social media has allowed us to offer
instant specials to our customers
that follow us on Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, etc. It also allows us to
communicate on a more intimate
level with customers, showing them
what we are all about as a company,
involved in throughout the day, and
even allows us to connect with them
and experience their adventures as
they have their own experiences.”
Joe Butler, president of Black Creek
Outfitters, Jacksonville, FL
“Social media is the primary
place I spend my money. People
are connected with you and social
media offers a way to strengthen
that connection. The opportunity to
connect and respond to consumers
gives you an advantage if you are
monitoring what’s happening.” l
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
Chaos

Outdoor Adventure Collection
In a trip down memory lane, trending are
retro bright colors with happy neon stripes,
confetti speckles with a splash of color and
3D textures. For men in active sport this
includes bold color blocking, strong varied
stripes, rich and bright colors, with updated
pallets in yellow, teals, blacks and oranges.

WIGWAM

Tall Trekker Fusion
Tall Trekker Fusion from Wigwam® combines patented “sock and liner as one” design, with tall, graduated compression for
muscle recovery and enhanced circulation.

LP Support

EmbioZ
LP EmbioZ multi level compression stabilizes
joints, awakens proprioception, improves coordination, stores muscle force and increases
endurance. An invigorator that drives athletes
to achieve full potentials.

Red Feather

Sorbothane®

TREK 25 AND 30
Featuring the SV2 one pull binding with Live
Action Biothane® hinge, Powder coated Vtail aluminum frame, Stainless Steel crampons, and Rip Stop Vinyl Decking.

Ultra Graphite Arch™
The Sorbothane® Ultra Graphite Arch™
combines foot stability, energy return, impact
protection and long-lasting comfort. The Sorbothane® heel inlay provides heel-strike protection while the Sorbothane® Gel forefoot inlay
cushions and delivers energy return.

TSL

Coghlan’s

Stabil

Symbioz Race Snowshoe
TSL introduces the Symbioz Race snowshoe. The most technologically advanced
and lightest snowshoe on the market weighing in at a mere 1.4 lbs per pair.

Portable Power Pack
Coghlan’s 6000 mAh Power Pack provides
power, to your smartphone, digital camera,
or tablet, anywhere you go. Never be without
power again. Charges by solar power, dynamo
handle or USB. Includes a bright LED light.
Water resistant.

STABILicer Run
Running traction that gives you superior
traction on snow & ice. Light weight, durable,
attaches easily, replaceable cleats and made
in Maine, USA.

RoP™ Flexible Wire Ties

Wolverine

Flexible, twistable and reusable utility ties group,
secure, prop, attach and identify endless items.
Silicone-encased stainless steel wire bends
into any shape. For use indoors and out. Ideal
for camping, backpacking, sports, travel, tools,
garage, toys and more. Available in four colors
and 3”, 6”, 12” and 24” lengths. With RŌP™, the
possibilities are endless! Visit www.lcibrands.
com for more information.

The Wolverine Edge Extreme Hunting Boot
The Wolverine Edge Extreme features lightweight
athletic styling, GORE-TEX waterproof membrane, 600-gram Thinsulate Ultra Insulation and
a Vibram outsole that work together for all-day
comfort and durability. Wolverine.com
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Skiers and Snowboarders Get the Drift
Helmet usage by skiers and snowboarders at U.S. ski areas has skyrocketed in the last 12 years.

Percentage
of skiers and
snowboarders
wearing helmets:

25% 70% 73%
2002-2003 SEASON

2012-2013 SEASON

2013-2014 SEASON

Source: National Ski Areas Association (NSAA).

Helmet Usage By Age

U.S. Active Skiers and Snowboarders
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www.farmtofeet.com

NEW for Fall 2015

ADVENTURE SNOW
FEATURING
TARGETED CUSHION & DURABILITY ZONES
W’s Park City

Layered design patterns coupled with cushioning to increase
durability and comfort in key impact areas.

SEAMLESS TOE CLOSURE

Perfectly flat toe closure eliminates bulk
and helps reduce friction blisters.

M’s Waitsfield

MULTIPLE STYLES FOR M’S & W’S

Available in Ultralight, Light Weight and Medium Weight.

